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PEEFACE.

Modern music owes much of its beauty to the use of " doubtful

chords;" that is, chords which belong equally to more than one

key. Now, if an enharmonic scale were feasible, such chords could

not exist, because mathematical correctness of ratio would make

every chord strictly in tune in one key, instead of allowing it to be

somewhat out of tune in several keys. The whole of our musical

literature, from the works of Bach to those of Wagner, would there-

fore be unavailable for instruments with an enharmonic scale.

It is sai(i voices and instruments of the violin class, not only can,

but do make use of an enharmonic scale. This is tantamount to

saying that singers and violinists, when reading from a separate part,

know whether a note they are sounding is used by the composer

according to its apparent rtbtation, or as part of a chord of a

different nature, or as both interchangeably ; and not only this, but

are also aware in each case what the fundamental sound is, from

which the ratios of vibrations are calculated, and what is the exact

ratio of the note they are sounding, and in defiance of notation are

altering the pitch of the sound, or in other words are making two or

more notes out of the one before thorn, so as to adapt it to its various

combinations. Such a statement may be taken for what it is worth,

although it should be said that many practised musicians who believe

themselves endowed with an instinct leading to such marvellous

results, will be found on examination to have formed for themselves
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this so-called instinct from the harmonic laws of the tempered

scale.

Musicians, therefore, have evidently this dilemma before them,

either they must adopt an enharmonic scale and sacrifice the existing

musical literature, or, if they wish to retain the literature, they must

give up the theory of an enharmonic scale. Those who accept the

former of these alternatives^ are only consistent when they say, " Is it

credible the composer intended the gibberish resulting from making

one sound serve for what he has so painfully distinguished?"*

This kind of music, consisting largely of doubtful chords, which the

clever musical, mathematician has termed, not very elegantly, gib-

berish, is the music of Baeh, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Spohr,

Mendelssohn, and their followers. No apology is needed for saying

that the second alternative has been chosen as the basis of this work,

though not without very careful consideration.

It has been pointed out that the alternatives on which a system of

harmony can be founded are mutually destructive, it will therefore

surprise many to find that, as a rule, modern theorists attempt to

draw their laws of harmony from both sources, by taking a series of

natural harmonics and thence evolving laws which shall govern the

progression of chords made up of tempered intervals. It is interesting

to watch the process by which this is accomplished, and as it is

identical in a long list of authors, it shall be given. From a few

natural harmonics exhibited in a diagram, about a dozen of the hun-

dreds of chords in use are constructed ; the insufficiency of the number

of the chords being then too apparent, Nature is taxed with being out

of tune, and tempered intervals are introduced to allow of the con-

struction of some of the most ordinary chords in music. This is

sufficiently inconsistent, but this is not aU ; for while some harmonics

high in the series are selected for use, others, such as the seventh and

* Perronet Thompson (' Prinoiplea of Just Intonation ') speaking of Spohr's music.
Notes, § 114.
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eleventh, are either summarily rejected or altogether ignored. It is,

of course, fair to ask on what grounds such harmonics are thrown

aside by the advocates of a mathematical theory of harmony. The

learned author just quoted answers : "It is like a statuary's asking

why he is to throw away the chips, and why they ' are not as well

worth , keeping as anything else. It is because they are what he

wanted to get rid of, to come at what he wanted to retain." This is

a plain acknowledgment that mathemati(!ians do not want that

which practical musicians do not use, and also, that some intervals

more correct than others in actual use, are found to be useless. Nor

is the question fairly put; it is not asked, "why throw away the

chips ? " but " among your chips are found some which, on your own

principles, ought to be part of a mathematically true hand or nose
;

how do you account for the fact of your discarding them in the

formation of your statue ?
"

It must surely be right in looking around for a foundation for a

theory of harmony, to avoid a compromise such as has been described,

which can never succeed in amalgamating two opposing systems. The

tempered scale is certainly out of tune, and will not bear to have its

proportions exhibited to an audience with better eyes than ears, on a

white screen ; but its sounds have nevertheless been a source of as

real pleasure to all great composers, as of imaginary pain to certain

theorists.

When musical mathematicians shall have agreed amongst them-

selves upon the exact number of divisions necessary in the octave,

when mechanists shall have invented instruments upon which the

new scale can be played, when practical musicians shall have framed

a new system of notation which shall point out to the performer the

ratio of the note he is to sound to its generator, when genius shall

have used all this new material to the glory of Art—then it wiU be

time enough to found a Theory of Harmony on a mathematical

basis.

el
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At the present time it is enough , if by analyzing music as it is

actually found, some generalisations can be arrived at TWiich shall

help the student to place clearly before his mind the chords which a

composer has at his disposal, how they have hitherto been used, and

how they may in future be used. Such is the object of this little

work, which owes its origin to the notps used by the author in giving

lectures to classes of University men.
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The call for another issue of my little work gives me a favourable

opportunity of saying a few words in further explanation of the

principles on which it is founded. And first, let me at once make it

understood, that I do not in the least discard, or underrate the value of,

those scientific researches which have for their object the discovery

of the physical laws of Sound. Such researches are a necessary

part of the education of a musician, and I trust I have in no way

neglected this branch of study. But on the other hand, I maintain

that the all-important duty of scientific musicians is to give to the

world the natural Scale, and that having been done, and the Scale

having become the material (as it were) of a musical literature, then

begins the duty of the writer on Harmony, then must he set about

discovering by what processes the notes of the Scale have been

manipulated into works of Art. But what answer does the practical

musician get who asks scientific men " what is the true Scale ?" As

a matter of fact there are as many answers as writers on the subject.

On one point only are they agreed, and that is, that the octave must

be divided into more than twelve parts. But while the discussion,

as to how many divisions there should be in the octave, and how

these can be made practically useful when their number is definitely

settled, is going on (and for how many centuries has it not been

going on .') poor unscientific musicians outside the lecture rooms

of the experimental philosopher, have been constructing the most
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magnificent works of art, not heeding their warnings that C sharp

is not always identical with D flat, or that a chord of three major

thirds, including an octave, is a physical impossibility.

Now I am perfectly aware that this argument is no argument at

all, if only it can be shewn that scientific men are able to analyse

such compositions, and find in them the results of a code of natural

laws. Here is the real difficulty. In Beethoven, Spohr, Eossini,

Schumann, Gounod, Wagner, and numerous other authors, passages

occur which, when given to two parts simultaneously, are in one case

in a nomenclature of sharps, in the other of flats; of course, it was

intended that they should sound as if in one key. But scientifically

both cannot be right, then which part is to give way ? And who, I

ask, will undertake to re-edit the modern musical classics with these

necessary corrections? For neeessary they will be, when we have

an enharmonic scale, and a notation to match. If such passages

were only of rare occurrence they would be a perfectly sound basis

for an argument as to the opinions of their writers ; but they are so

commonly to be met with, that I refrain from burdening these pages

with examples. I do not anticipate as a reply, " they are exceptional

cases and prove nothing," because it might, with equal justice, be

said that nothing can be proved from a flash of lightning, because it

is so soon over. It is hardly fair to be taxed with ignorantly

discarding science because one puts such questions as this (Mid those

in the first Preface) to scientific men, and fails to get a satisfactory

answer.

Finding, after many years of careful and thoughtful study, that

the real bearing of the science of acoustics on the art of composition

is so exceedingly slight, although the claims of its professors in this

respect are so large; and also, that the history of music shows

plainly how the" art has always successfully stretched forward while

lagging lawgivers have from time to time varied their tenets as they

learnt bit by bit to appreciate its new beauties,—I resolved to try
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and discover whether a series of useful generalizations could not be

obtained by a comprehensiTe search into modern musical literature.

The first result which I arrived at might have been reached by any

intelligent savage who had been presented with a library of nine-

teenth century music ; it was this,' that the composers had made use

of an octave as capable of division (inclusively) into three major

thirds, four minor thirds, six whole tones, and twelve semitones. I

was quite aware of the wickedness of this -conclusion, and also

fully alive to the superiority of the so-called natural interval of

a major third to the tempered" interval of the same name ; but facts,

I felt, may not be weighed by my likings or dislikings, and if this is

not a correct description of the sound-ladder now in use, there is an

ample supply of critics to . prove the contrary ; only, of course, the

proof to be convincing must be gathered from the same source,

namely, the works of modern great masters. This division of the

octave, I was aware, went by the name of the Tempered Scale, and I

found it thus described by one whom I knew to be an excellent

scientific musician, "the scale so formed is entirely empirical, the

notes having no harmonical relation to each other, and consequently

all intervals formed thereby being more or less out ' of tune.' " *

I had long ago come to the conclusion, from an examination of the

scales of many different nations, ancient and modern, that all scales

are entirely empirical, because nature gives an infinity of sounds

between any note and its octave, and poor mortals cannot make use

of more than a very limited number of them. I therefore called the

scale arbitrary, a statement which seems to have given offence in

certain quarters, because, forsooth, it renders it conceivable that the

scale might have been different to what is. Evidently many writers

are not aware that our scale has, compared to the age of the art of

music, but just settled into its present form, and that all our self-

* Dr. Pole on the Scale.
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congratulations on its beauty (uttered also in every age and by every

nation) will not prevent it from undergoing change if artists should

in time deem it advisable to remould it. A study of the popular

music of various nations is the best antidote to such a prejudice.

But the form of the scale, though arbitrary, has characteristics

which influence the growth of chords, and this growth I have duly

chronicled. And so on through the book, which hangs together as a

system, unless it can be proved that the tempered scale is not in

use ; or rather, I should say, that modern authors write music in some

scdle other than the tempered; for this is the burden of the proof

required.

This rebutting statement has sometimes been boldly made, and

the various inconsistencies which it involves have been accounted for

by the assumed fact that performers possess something, which must

be little short of a miraculous instinct, enabling them to intonate a

note correctly, if the text of the music permits it; or, if not, to

modify it just enough to suit the exigencies of any particular case.

This is the only reply made, notwithstanding the fact that every

practical musician knows well that the tendency of all performers

(singers or violinists) is to raise the pitch to the utmost when they

see' a sharp, and to depress it when they see a flat, regardless of

natural laws. So thoroughly is this a habit of performers, that

Mr. Hopkins, who at one time enjoyed possession of an enharmonic

organ at the .Temple Church, was compelled to play, consistently,

the wrong enharmonic interval when accompanying his highly-

trained vo;ices. The occasional construction of an organ, or other

keyed instrument, on which, by a complication of manuals, genuine

thirds may be obtained in all keys, proves nothing, except, that

such thirds are more pleasing to the ear than tempered thirds,

—

a fact which I heartily endorse, as I am quite prepared to admit

that temperament is a necessary evil ; and I thoroughly sympathise

with all efforts to bring about a nearer approach to the natural scale
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(whatever that may mean) until I see that the existence oi our

works of art is threatened, or until I hear it hinted that their notation

will have to be touched up.

I hgpe I have now succeeded in explaining, more fully than I did

in the original Preface, the position I take. Having passed as

a student through the prescribed course of so-called scientific

instruction, and finding it to fall utterly short of its promises, and

to be incapable of accounting for modern musical progressions, I

determined to begin at the other end, and try to draw a system

from musical classics. Such being the case, I protest against the

statement that I have had no guiding principles, but that all is

assumption. This charge can only .be laid against me by those

who are ignorant of the immense value which inductive arguments

possess.

My theory may be wrong or right—the next generation will be

better judges than the present,—but I feel certain that the true

Theory of Harmony (whenever or by whomsoever it is discovered)

must be learnt from musical literature, not from experimental philor

sophy,—^in the concert, not in the lecture room.
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HARMONY.

CHAPTEE I.

Difference between Sound and Noise.—In what respect Sounds differ from each

other.—Pitch.—Stave.—Clef.—C Clef.—Alto Clef.—Soprano Clef.—Bass Clef.—

Use of Tenor Clef—Notes representing Sounds of different Durations.—Corres-

ponding Rests.—^Dot.—Double Dot.—Signs expressing Absolute Duration of

Sounds.—^Accent.—^Bar.—Double Bar.—Rhythm.—Time.—Signs regulating In-

tensity of Sound.

1. A musical sound differs from a noise in that the vibrations

which produce it are isochronous, or of periodical recurrence.

2. Sounds differ from each other in quality, pitch, duration, and

intensity. With the first of these it is out of our province to deal

in this work ; and we need only consider the last, with reference to

the notation used for its regulation.

3. Pitch is dependent upon the quickness or slowness of the

vibrations. Eapid vibrations produce a sound of a high or acute

pitch : Slow vibrations, a sound of a low, or grave pitch.

4. The relative pitch of sounds is represented to the eye by the

position of notes on a stave of five Unes and four spaces, thus :

—

We here know that the latter of these notes is the sign of a higher

pitch than that of the former.

Lines placed temporarily above or below the stave are called

Ledger lines :

—
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5. The absolute pitch is indicated by the addition of a clef:

—

^
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m the right direction, because, if the (reble clef is used, in its place,

it must be notified that the performer is to sing an octave lower,

thus defeating the very object of a plef, which is to show the abso-

lute pitch.

11. The relative Duration of Sounds is represented by the shape

of the notes. Ex. :

—

iwi c^ ^ ^ r ^ 9
! I / ?

g
Breve. Semibreve. Minim. Crotchet. Quaver. Semiquaver. Demisemiquaver.

A breve is equal to two semibreves. A semibreve is equal to two
minims, &c., each note being half the value of the one immediately
preceding it.

12. The Bests, or directions for silence which correspond to the

above notes, are respectively

- r 1 ^
\

13. A dot adds one half to the duration of the note or rest to

which it is appended.

Ex. C3 . is a note equal to three minims.

Ex. •] . is a rest equal to three semiquavers.

A second dot adds half the value of the first dot, that is to say,

one quarter, to the value of a note or rest to which it is appended.

Ex.. c? • • is equal to seven crotchets ; f • • is a rest of seven

semiquavers. A note or rest thus lengthened is said to have a

double dot.

14. The absolute duration of a sound may be determined by the

use of a metronomic sign. Ex. a ~ 100. M.M. signifies that each

minim, in the movement to which it is prefixed, will equal one beat

of the pendulum of Maelzel's metronome when the moveable

regulator is placed at 100 on the index. J = 6 inches signifies that

a crotchet is to equal in duration the length of time a pendulum

(with (my weight attached} six inches in length will require for each

oscillation.

15. Music cannot exist without Accent andTRhythm.

Accent, or the laying of stress on notes at regularly

recurring intervals of time, is secured by dividing

every succession of notes into sections called Bars. Ex. A Bar.

B
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The word Bar is used in two senses ; first, for the name of the actual

sign; secondly, for ttie portion of music lying between two such

signs. An accent falls on the first note in every bar.

.

A Double Bar — W~- denotes the close of a movement,

or the temporary close which precedes a change of time or key. It is

also generally placed after the direction termed a "repeat," e.ff. ^^^

16. Rhythm is the coireot grouping of properly accented notes

into musical phrases or sentences.

17. Time in music is the distance between the accents. Since

then Accent is indicated by bars. Time is determined by giving at

the eommenoeroept of a movement the aggregate duration of the

notes contained in each bar.

Time is Duple or Triple. If the accent occurs at equal intervals

of time, the music is in Duple Time ; if at unequal, in Triple Time.

For example, if a bar is divided into 8, 4, 6 (two threes), or 8, the

time is duple; if into 3, 6 (three twos), or 9, triple. An equal

number of groups of three notes comes under the class duple ; an

unequal number of groups of two notes comes under the class Triple.

Such kinds of time are called Compound-

Time is expressed by C and (p for duple, or by fractional parts

of a semibreve for duple or triple time, as ? two crotchets in a bar

;

3 9 .

^ three crotchets
; g nine quavers.

Time, in the sense of pace, is often expressed approximately by

the use of ti^e Italian words, largo, adq^iQ, Imto, grave, andante,

allegro, presto, &c., with their dimioutives and superlatives; and

tor greater definiteness with such qualifying words as jpM, wsai,

commodo, &c.

The Italian words forte, pimo, ^orzcmdo, crescendo, dimirtiiendo,

4rc., are used in various ways to regulate the intensity of sound. It

is unnecessaiy, however, to enlarge on this, or on some of the pre-

ceding^ subjects.
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CHAPTER II.*

Natural recognition of the Interval of an Octave.—The Divisions of the Octave.

—

Scale.— Chromatic Scale.— Diatonic Scale.— Normal Scale.— Sharps. Flats,

Naturals.—Signature.—Accidentals.—^Different Forms of the Minor Scale.—^The

Belative Minor.—The Tonic Minor.—Intervals.—^Intervals in their normal State.

—

The Major Fifth.—Minor, Augmented, and Compound Intervals.—Diminished

Intervals.—Names of the Degrees of a Diatonic Scale.

18. The ear feels that every sound, or succession of sounds, is

capable of repetition at a certain distance above or below without

any perceptible alteration or change, except in the pitch. The
distance at which this repetition is found to take place is called

the interval of an octave.

19. The Octave is divided into twelve parts called mean semi-

tones, or commonly, semitones.

Two semitones make one tone. The word "degree'" is used to

express either a tone or a semitone.

20. A Scale is a succession of sounds which proceeds by single

degrees, the nature of the degrees being determined by custom.

21. A scale consisting of semitones only, is called Chromatic.

22. A Diatonic scale consists of a mixture of tones and semitones,

and is of two kinds, major and minor. (When the word Scale is used

by itself, a diatonic scale is to be understood). In the Major Scale

the fourth and eighth degrees are semitones, the rest tones.

Taking a stave, and writing successions of eight notes, beginning

from any line or space, it will be found that there is one note only^

* The Student will do well to read at this point the rules for "figured bass " in the

Appendix, and also to carry on the writing of exercises simultameously with the study

of the construction of chords ; on every occasion in which a discord occurs, both in

the examples and exercises, stating the ground-note, number of the inversion, and

the names of the intervals which form the chord, reckoning from the ground-note.

B 2
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namely C, from which as a starting point the conventional arrange-

ment of tones and semitones, termed the major scale, can be ob-

tained, e.ff.
—

i
^^'^ ^rjO —?=T2=?1

r^=^ &e.

W r-->^ ' o<iJ'

P
Majoi Scale.

22:
-^^ G ^-^

The scale of 0, therefore, is the normal scale, and hence the pro-

minent position which it holds in musical treatises.

23. In order to construct scales on other notes than C, certain

signs are used for raising and flattening notes. The sharp 4 raises,

the flat 1? lowers, the note to which it is prefixed, a semitone.

These signs, when placed at the beginning of a piece of music, show

by their position on the stave the notes which are to be raised or

ikttened throughout

For the purpose of temporarily restoring a sharpened or flattened

note to its position in the normal scale, a natural
|j

is used. Its

duty is, therefore, twofold—to flatten a sharpened note, to sharpen

a flattened note. A double sharp x raises a note a whole tone ; a

double flat \)\) flattens a note a whole tone.

24. The Clef, sign of time, and sign of Key placed at the beginning

of a movement are called collectively the Signature. But the sign

of the time and the sign of the key are also called separately the

time-signature and key-signature. By key is understood the par-

ticular scale employed.
•

25. Any of the signs
J, b, \, y, or bj?, occurring otherwise than

in the signature, are called Accidentals. The influence of an acci-

dental extends through one bar, unless before the end of that bar
it is contradicted by another sign. A doubly-sharpened note is

reduced to a sharpened note by 1||, and to a natural by bbf A
doubly-flattened note is reduced to a flattened note by h^, and to
a natural by

|{||.

26. The Minor Scale has several different forms.



No:i.

i

MINOB SCALE,

r? -^=^ <? .^. ^
rj '̂ '

•

'
• -

^ ^-^-r^

S
/ ^ ^ .

' .^rrgz

No. 2.

i
. ^^ti^-^-fl^fr^^jc^rj^ -" -_ - ^-r^^. ^^.

f
No. 3.

>#^ lb-^^l^l=2Ji^^
7?-^ ' " ^

'
-

- ^ ^ c^' ^̂ .,
-r-j ^- •-_ --&^-f>g-

»7
No. 4.

i
;t|^j1^-^jhl|^ -^

<^ g? .^> M^-- -. -. ^^ rj -

W
rj%^- •

-
'

—^-TD-

These are placed in chronological order, the first being one of the,

earliest forms of the" minor scale, the last the most modem. It can

scarcely be, said, that the first two forms are obsolete, for although

rarely ndw used in their entirety, fragments are met with commonly
enough.

It will be seen that No. 3 is a compromise between Nos. 1 and 2,

borrowing its ascent from No. 2, its descent from No. 1. It is not

surprising that such a compromise should be gradually giving place

to .the beautiful form of No. 4, which has the advantage of having

its ascent and descent exactly similar to each other, and of containing

the ingredients of one of the most immrtant chords in modern music.

(See Chap. VII. § 161.)

Music in any major key is said to be in the major mode ; music in

a minor key in the minor mode.

It is, ])erhaps, hardly necessary to remind the reader that music has made the

scales, not the scales music. No. 4 of the above forms was in use in fine composi-
tions long before theorists ventured to write it out and dignify it with the name of a
scale. It is wonderful that it has escaped being called a " licence."

27. A minor scale commencing on the note a minor third below
any major scale is called the relative minor of that scale, e. g.y

D minor is the relative minor of F major. The scale of a relative

ininor consists of the same notes as that of its relative major, with
one exception, namely, the seventh degree (the fifth of its relative

major) which is raided one semitone. A minor scale beginning on
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the same note as a major scale is palled a tonic minor ; e. y., D minor

is the tonic minor of D major. The tonic minor scale differs from

its tonic major in its third and sixth degrees, both of which are

flattened by one semitone.

28. The distance between any two notes is termed an Interral.

Intervals are reckoned

—

1. Upwards.

2. Inclusively.

3. By the number ofnames of notes they contain.

The first rule requires no explanation. No. 2 signifies that both

boundaries are counted in as C to E, a third. No, 3 is laid down to

guard against -the counting of intervals by their sound or appearance

on a keyboard ; e. g., C to GJ; and C to P| are practically the same

;

but C to Gr\f is a fifth, and C to F} a fourth, because the former

pontains five names, the latter four.

29. Intervals are found in their normal or unaltered state in the

relation between a key-note and the other .steps of a major

scale, e.g.—
C to D is a major second. If in the next octave above, a major ninth.

C to B is a major third. „ a major tenth.

C to F is a major fourth.

O to G is a major fifth.

C to A is a major sixth.

C to B is a major seventh.

C to C is a major octave.

a major eleventh,

a major twelfth,

a major thirteenth,

a major fourteenth,

a major fifteenth.

Intervals within the compass of one octave are called simple;

beyond that limit, eomponnd..^

It was long customary to call fourths, fifths, and octaves perfect intervals, the

remainder imperfect. When consonance was supposed to depend upon simplicity of
ratio, a fifth (of which the ratio is f) ranked next to an octave (a), and before a
fourth (f) ; the fourth being considered a more consonant interval than the third (*).

But, practically, none of these intervals are of so great value in harmony as the
third; it is time, therefore, that fifths, fourths, and octaves were shorn of this

unmeaning title, especially as music is already overburdened with technicalities.

Much confusion also arose from this division of intervals, in consequence of the term
"imperfect " being applied to the perfect intervals when contracted. Tor example;
ail imperfect fifth meant a minor fifth ; but a sixth was called imperfect, whether
major or minor.

30. All intervals are capable of expansion or contraction. By the
former, intervals are converted from major into augmented; by
the latter, from major into minor.
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ctoDi; ..

Cto Et? .,

ctoFb':.

CtoGl? ..

C to Ab .-

C to Bb ..

C to C|7 ..

miaoT second,

minor third,

minor fourth,

minor fifth,

minor sixth,

minor seventh,

minor octave.

CtoD|

to E|

CtoE|

CtoGf
CtoA|

CtoB|

Cto c|

Compound intervals are similarly named, e. g.—r

augmented second,

augmented third,

augmented fourth,

augmented fifth,

augmented sixth,

augmented seventh,

augmented octave.

iw
^ 32: ite

Minor Ninth. Major Tenth. Augmented Eleventh.

A diminislied interval is one less than minor, e,^., C| to Bb is

a diminished seventh.

31. The following names are given to the different degrees of the

majjor or minor scale in order that we may be able to speak of them
irrespective of key or pitch :

—

1st degree ..
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CHAPTER III.

The Material of Harmoiiy.—Chord.—^Formation of Chords by Thirds.—Importance

of the Interval of a Third.—An Interval smaller than a Third, discordant.—Discord.

—Resolution.—Implied Discord.—Resolution variable.—Method of cataloguing

Chords.—Tonic and Dominant, Ground-notes of Chords.—Original Position of a

Chord.—Root or Ground-note.—Position of a Chord unchanged by Alteration of

relative Position of Upper Notes.—Inversion.—^Method of calculating Inversions.

—

General Rule for finding the Number of Inversions of any Chord.

32. Melody existed before Harmony (using both words in their

modem sense) ; the sounds, therefore, which were first used for the

purpose of harmonization must have been taken from the component

parts of the melody, that is to say, from the Scale.

33. A Chord, therefore, is defined as " a combination of notes taken

from a scale, or sometimes (but rarely) from two closely-allied

scales."

Further on will be found an explanation of a few chords derived from two
closely-allied scales, see § 204.

34. It must now be considered on what system notes are combined

so as to form chords. It is simply this : by adding thirds together,

the thirds being major or minor according to their nature in the

scale from which they are taken.-

Until the interval of a third is allowed to be the basis of all harmony, no theory
of music can possibly be formed which will be true to facts. The old veneration

for the perfections of the fourth and fifth, hardly yet extinct, helped to degrade

thirds by calling them imperfect intervals
; yet the greater number of those lovely

chords which ravish us so much, and furnish us with an endless source of modula-
tion (such as the chord of the diminished seventh and its inversions), contain neither

the interval of a fourth or fifth between any of the component notes. All are thirds,

or their inversions, sixths. If any interval ever deserved to be called perfect, it is

the third. A major fifth by itself does not give us the means of judging whether we
are in the major or minor mode. Except in barbarous music, the bare major fifth is

never used, unless a composer, for the purpose of producing .special effects, wishes to

foster the impression of doubtfulness of mode. The 'fourth is less entitled to be
called a harmony-prodiicing interval than the fifth. The only simple interval, then,

which may be said to form harmony, is the third, both in its natural state and
inverted.
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35. If any interval smaller than a third be heard, it requires to be

adjusted to a third before the ear is satisfied.

For instance, if C and D be struck on a pianoforte or harmoninmj we must either

move tlie G to 6, making a third between 5 and D, or move the D to B, making a

third between and E.

36. This unsatisfactory effect of an interval smaller than a third

is termed " discordant
;

" and the whole chord which contains it, a
" Discord." The removal of the unsatisfactory effect by altering the
chord so as to leave the ear satisfied, is termed a " Eesolution."

The discordant interval may be implied or expressed. Thus, iw
te

contains no interval less than a third, but as the note D is implied, it is a discord.

This will'be more noticeable in treating of the inversions of the chord of the minor

ninth.

The absence of one hmb of a discordant interval gives great latitude to the reso-

lution ; for instance.'^ is not objectionable, because Q is not ex-

pressed, whilst the following is objectionable, i T' ?! o See also § 255.

37. The simplest and most natural way of arranging chords is

evidently to begin with the tonic, and to. go on adding thirds from

the scale, until the whole of the notes of the scale are exhausted.

There are of course two entirely different sets of chords:—one

emanating from the major scale, the other from the minor.

Chords are easily and distinctively named after the largest interval

contained in them before inversion.

38. But owing to the form which the scale has now assumed, one

note (the tonic) will not be the only note which appears a necessary

starting-point for chord-making. The musical value of the subtonic

as a note which has a natural tendency to ascend to the tonic, and

which cannot of course be harmonized by the tonic, has involved the

necessity for a subtonic harmony or chord. The note in the scale

which presents itself at once as best adapted to the accompaniment

of the subtonic, is the fifth or dominant. It may also be accom-

panied of course by the third above, but this note only strengthens

the third below. The dominant and subtonic, therefore, act on each

other. The dominant suggests the subtonic, and the subtonic

asserts itself as an integral part of the chord formed by the com-

bination of thirds starting from the dominant. AH chords in which
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the subtonic predominates are called dominant chords, or dominant

harmony, and are reckoned and named from the dominant as a

starting-point, not from the tonic,

39. A chord is said to be in its-original position if the note started

from (tonic or dominant) be in the bass. And this starting-point

is what is frequently termed the 'Koot or Ground-note. (The word

baas is used as signifying the lowest note of a chord, without reference

to its pitch.)

40. The alteration of the relative position of the upper notes does

not affect the nature of a chord.

Handel. larad v. Fartn.

i

I

Pi lUJ j.^l I J:
=ii^^

Ac.

w ^ ^

Henselssohn. Elijah, " Help, Lord.'

All the above chords are said to be in their original position,

because the ground-note is in the bass.
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41. When any other note than the ground-note is in the bass, the

chord is said to be inverted.

i
I

1=

MozABT. 12th Mass.

r ^ r r &c.

The chord * in the above is called an inversion of the previous

chord, because one of the component notes has taken the place of

the ground-note.

As all chords are made up of thirds, inversions are reckoned and
named from the distance of the bass note Srom the root, in thirds

:

thus the bass of the first inversion is one third from the root ; that of

the second inversion, two thirds ( = a fifth) from the root, and so on.

42. It is evident that every chord has one inversion fewer than

the number of notes required to form that chord.

CHAPTER IV.*

Scale arranged in Thirds.—Tonic Notes discordant when used with Dominant
Harmony.—^The first two Thirds form the Common Chord.—Examples of the

Common Chord and its two Inversions.—Combination of three Thirds forms Chord

of Major Seventh.—^Its twofold use.—Examples of the Chord of the Major Seventh

and Suspended Subtonic, with their Inversions.—Combination of four Thirds forms

Chord of Major Ninth.—Examples of Chord of Major Ninth and its Inversions.

—

Combination of five Thirds forms Chord of Tonic Eleventh.—When prepared

known as Suspended Fourth.—Examples of the Chord of the Eleventh and its

Inversion.—Full Chord of Tonic Eleventh introduces Dominant Element.—Combi-

nation of six Thirds forms Chord of Tonic Major Thirteenth.—How to distinguish

between the Chord Six and Four and Major Thirteenth.—^Examples of the Chord

of the Tonic Major Thirteenth and its Inversions. End of Tonic Series of Chords

from Major Scale.

43. Having defined a chord as a combination of thirds taken from

The student will do well to collect and arrange other examples.
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a scale, it is necessaiy to exhibit a scale in thirds instead of single

degrees, and to give names to the chords formed.

m
::s3i

jSZlZ
-Z31

i -j'zr
-zz.

44. It will be found that notes concordant with the dominant

become discordant when heard with the tonic. Further on (§ 88)

it will be shown that tonic concords become dominant discords.

Seven notes are, therefore, drawn out in thirds, starting from the

tonic for the construction of the tonic series; starting from

the dominant for that of the dominant series.

45. The first three of these notes give the common chord, which

has two inversions.

Ex. 1. SoHDBEET. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 53.

-f2.

IP

1

4Is ^ 5=5=

iiii ^^^
|B^ -«—«-

d d S

&c.

I

Ex. 2. Mendelssohn. Vocal Quartetts. Op. 56.

L *
-+- T"

r
_L -+-

esS. ^
l*r ^*'-

In Ex. 1 the chord * is the first inversion of the common chord of
D. In Ex. 2 at * the chord is the second inversion of the common
chord of El7.

46. The chord formed by the first four notes of the preceding scale,

-o-
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which consists of a third added to the common chord, is the chord of

the major seventh, which is used in two distinct ways: first, as a

discord in which tiie seventh must descend; secondly, as a chord

containing the subtonic, which must ascend. The following are

examples of the first-mentioned treatment of the major seventh :

—

Ex. 3. Mendelbsohn. Vocal Quartetts. Op. 59.

*

i
I

M ^m£ s
V I .&c.

m^H=^
47. At * in Ex. 3 is the chord of the major seventh of A in its

original position.

Ex. 4. Schumann. Bong, " An den Sonnensohein."

I
*m =1^=^

J. J, ' J. J.^ -^^A-A
&c.

it
s s^ ^

48. At * in Ex. 4 occurs the first inversion of the chord of the

major seventh of A.

£x. 5. SoHDMANN. Sottg, " Ich groUe nicht."

m J J J J^ 1 1 i

&c.

m
-Tzr

At * Ex, 5 will he found the second inversion of the chord of the

major seventh of C.
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Ex. 6.

1

SoHDMANK. Bang, "Sohone Fremde."

«

^.^_ &c.

^ij&i?p
•? r

*: i
49. At * EiE. 6 is the third inTersion of the chord of the major

seyenth of B.

The following are examples of the major seventh treated as the

subtonic :

—

Ex. 7.

:yb=h

IIozABT, Idomeaeo'. " Flacido & il mar."^¥ :^
± +-^ 1

—

W
I I

'
i I

I I I I

-+-

a-

1

.«UiiL

^^1^

^Jg'L^
:: qi^»P W'W «i

f^
50. At * Ex. 7 is the original position of the suspended subtonic

ofE.

Ex. 8. ScHTBEBT. Pianoforte Sonata in E b. Op. 122.

* ^ 1

pg^Fq^
i-

g=CTr^ ^T^^^~p»- i
51. At * Ex. 8 ia the first inversion of the suspended subtonic

ofEj;.
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£z. 9. J- B- OlUH»ft. OadeafA in Mozart, Fimoforte Concerto in D minor.

52. At * Ex. 9 occurs the second inversioa of the suspended sub-

tonic of A.
Ex. 10. fiEETHOVEif. Finale of Symphony No. 4.

fc
J .

=P &c.

^ J J A-B^^ m
53. At * Ex. 10 will be found the third inversion of the suspended

subtonic of C.

54. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

major ninth on the tonic, called "on the tonic," to distinguish it

from the major ninth on the dominant, the former including under

it a major seyenth, the latter a, minor seventh.

iw hS^
-«^-

-^-

65, When the major seventh is used with the tonic major nintii in its original

position, both are generally included under the eleventh. (See § 68, Ex. 22.)

Ex. 11. ScHTBEET. Pianoforte Sonata in D. Op. 53.

m p-; F-; P-!FT^
56. At * Ex. 11 is the original position of the chord of the tonic

major ninth, on A.
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Ex. 12

/I

I

1
i-T trn

Gounod. Famt. Intioduction to Act IV.

_ * "

^P=S^ ^i^+- m
&e.

-«=r
I I

57. At * Ex. 12 is the first inversion of the chord of the tonic

major ninth of D, without the subtonic.

Ex. 13. BEETHOTEir. Third OTertnie to Leonora,

*

1

-S?-
-^?-
"23-

/ &c.

w "Tzr

58. At * Ex. 13 is the first inyersion of the c^ord of the tonic

major ^intl}-«f-^r~~«..„^ ^-.^„^^—"^y^' \''~>

Ex. 14. SoHOMANN. Saag, "Dem rothen Eoslein gleioht mein Lieb." Op. 27. No. 2.

*

t^^ -g. .^r
&c.

mĴ ^ i^rr*
H 1-

^ ^

59. At * Ex. 14 is the second inversion of the chord of the tonic

major ninth on A.

Ex. 15. Bbethoyen. Mass in D. Prelude to Benedictus.

* 1

«:j J J J
P f^-

T &c.

M^ ^w=D.e:
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60. At * Ex. 15 is the third inversion of the major ninth and

subtonic of G.

'Ex. 16. ScHUEEBT. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 42.

ifW^.-^-^ &C.

'<»
I

—'—t—

H

m—

h

» Batata-

61. At * Ex. 16 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the tonic

major ninth of 0.

Ex. 17. Baoh. 48 Preludes and Fugues, No. 4, Book I.

-A

62. At * Ex 17 is the fourth inversion of the major ninth of E,

including the seventh.

63. The next combination of thirds is

i -<s-
-e^

This would, according to analogy, be called the chord of the tonic

eleventh* But the tonic eleventh is the dominant seventl;; the

dominant harmony is therefore firmly established, and assumes as

it were a separate existence. The following examples show how
dominant and tonic harmony are combined. The tonic-eleventh

is commonly known as the "fourth," and from its frequent pre-

paration " the suspended fourth." It is used alone, often displacing

the tonic third ; or with the seventh and ninth, separately or con-

jointly, c
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Ex. 18. - EossDji. Mesie

»

1

1

iw
A^^hn

Ky - - ri - - e

i
&e.

' T ' Mr
64. At * Ex. 18 is the original position, of the chord of the tonic

eleventh (suspended fourth) on 0, the tonic third not being dis-

placed.

Es. 19. Bach. 48 Prelndea and Kugnes. Book II. No. 5. Prelude.

J

I

' 1^ r t ^•

it I

65. At * Ex, 19 is the tonic eleventh (suspended fourth) in its

original position, on D, the third and fifth being omitted at the

percussion of the discord.

Ex. 20. Beethoven. Symphony No. 2.

)

"f^J- 221

T~f &c

1 I

Bs=^=at=?: 'T'^ Jr-J J I

'4

T -F-- r -1=—

-

66. At * Ex. 20 is the tonic eleventh (suspended fourth) combined

with the third and fifth, on D.
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Ex. 21.

f
:fc=4

J.- J- A &c.

67. At * Ex. 21 is the tonic eleventh in combination with the

subtonic of B j;, commonly called the suspension T.

Ex. 22. Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata. No. .1. Op. 2.

i
^—

g

:fc^ T-y
S

&0.

^SP »
68. The chord * in Ex. 22 contains the fifth, seventh, ninth, and

eleventh of A [?. It is commonly known as the suspension 7. It
4

consists of a full chord of the dominant seventh (see § 63) struck

with the tonic.

Ex. 23. MozAET. Symphony D. No. 1.

*

69. At * Ex. 23 is the first inversion of the chord of the tonic

eleventh (suspended fourth) of A, without the seventh and ninth.

c '>
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Ex. 24. Gounod. Faust. " 11 m'aime." Act III.

I

iHr:0

—

\-

^—r fe^

^ -^ -(R -(e_-ie
&c.

^SSIw^ -&lL
-A 1 h

-|»H

—

m-\
H 1-

70. At * Ex. 24 is the same chord, on D [?, as in Ex. 23, but with

the addition of the ninth.

Baoh. Pnmion Mmio. Final Chorus.

71. At * Ex. 25 is the same chord, on E [7, as in Examples 23,

24, but containing the seventh or suspended subtonic. This dior<^

is commonly called the first inversion of the suspension '',

Ex. 26. Beethoven. Maes in B. " Klyrie.'"

P
I » I

&C

Si f2_

•e?-
2:

72. At * Ex. 26 is the second inversion of the chord of the tonic

eleventh (suspended, fourth) on D.
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Ex. 27.

2S

B 22: T

^=Ff &c*

B^ g 32

73. At * Ex. .27 is the same chord as in Ex. 26, on 0, but with the

addition of the ninth.

i
*i

£ ^^21
i^-

74. The third inversion of the tonic eleventh will, as above,

have the subtonic in the bass. This combination is so harsh, that

the tonic is generally omitted, thus leaving nothing but dominant

harmony, e.
ff.,

Ex. 28.

r
i

^ &c.

75. In Ex. 28 the removal of the note C takes away the only

vestige of tonic harmony, and makes it an inversion of the seventh

on the dominant. (See § 63.)

Ex. 29. Beethoven. Mass in D. " Agnus Dei."

ft mf^ f- -^

I

fa^
&c.

~t 1 )^F-
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76. At * Ex. 29 is the fourth inversion of the tonic eleventh and

ninth of D. It is commonly called the fourth inversion of the sus-

pension ^.

Ex. 30. ScBmiANN. Op. Its. Bequiem. " Sanotus."

i
\

ĝ-^
r &c.

^M^ry
fc:^

77. At * Ex. 30 is the fifth inversion of the tonic eleventh ofA j?.

It is commonly called the fifth inversion of the suspended fourth.

If the tonic ninth appeared in this chord, it would displace the

A \f
and so leave no characteristic part of the tonic harmony re-

maining.

78. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

major thirteenth on the tonic. In its simplest form it is known as

the suspended sixth (See Ex. 31). When used with the eleventh it

is known as the suspension | on the tonic.

-^

iw
-iS>-

-Si-

-^

Ex. 31,

\

^=;:=

12;

:£

Beethoven. Symphony, No. 5.

^
^ :?=

r
JC2- rz>'

^
&c.

m-
=F=F=

79. At * Ex. 31 is the chord of the tonic major thirteenth (tonic

sixth) of E b.
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Ex. 32. MozABT. Symphony, No. 6.

i -^- -^=F

&c.

î -^Sh
-<sL "^

i
i-^

. 80. At * Ex. 32 is the tonic thirteenth and eleventh (sixth and

fourth) of C. In this form it has, of course, the appearance of an

ordinary second inversion of the common chord

of F. But if we attempt to fill up the chord, we
shall find that B and D, the seventh and ninth of

C, when heard instead of the 0, as annexed,

do not disturb our notion of the "key the passage

is in ; while on the other hand, the substitution of F (the derivative

of the common chord of which * Ex. 32 is apparently the second

inversion) for 0, in the bass, sounds entirely out of place.

Ex.33. MozAET. Symphony in 0.

r

i
-^-

S

w :^ ^
F

-m-^^-m—-at

81. At * Ex. 33 is the full chord of the tonic thirteenth, eleventh,

ninth, and subtonic, in its original position.

Ex. 34. Beethoven. Mass in D. " Kyrie."

I * I

I

«L • ^ -J

p^ -!S>-

:^
&c.

&.
1=

"S3"
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,
82. At * Ex. 34 is the first inversion of the tonic major thii'teenth

(suspended sixth) of D,

BXi 35. ScunnANN. Paradise and the Peri. No. 10.

»

i
p^?=t=fe=

'ts^

83. At * Ex. 35 is the second inversion of the tonic major

thirteenth of D.

84. If the seventh is in the bass, the chord becomes so harsh that

it is generally modified into pure dominant harmony. The third

inversion is, therefore, not in use.

85. If the ninth is in the bass, the treatment of the remaining notes

is so difficult, in consequence of the harshness of the combination,

that the fourth inversion also is practically useless.

Ex. 36. Beethoven. Mam in D. " Beuedictus."
*

(I
I=S=f£

ip^
^c.

86. At * Ex. 36 is the fifth inversion of the tonic major thirteenth

and eleventh of G. It is commonly known as the inversion of the

suspension ^ against 5. ,
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IjX. 37. Beethoven, Mam in D. " Bt vitam venturi.'

»

87. At * Ex. 37 is the sixth inversion of the chord of the tonic

thirteenth of B
\f.

It is commonly known as the tonic aixth sus-

pended in the bass.

CHAPTER V.

Dominant Series of Chords from Major Scale.—Common Cliord of Dominant.

—

Combination of three Thirds from Dominant forms the Chord of Dominant Seventh.

—Examples of Chord of Dominant Seventh and its Inversions.—Combination of

four Thirds from Dominant forms the Chord of the Dominant Major Ninth. How
to distinguish between Chords of Dominant Major Ninth, and Tonic Major

Ninth.—^Examples of the Chord of the Dominant Major Ninth and its Inversions

—Combination of five Thirds from Dominant forms the Chord of the Dominant

Eleventh.—Reason for omitting first Inversion.—Examples of Chord of Dominant

Eleventh and its Inversion.—Combination of six Thirds from Dominant forms

the Chord of the Dominant Thirteenth.—Examples of the Chord of the Dominant

Thirteenth and its Inversions.—End of Dominant Serifes of Chords from Major

Scale.

88, It has been shown (§ 38) that there is another note in the

scale besides the tonic, from which a series of chords having, how-

ever, a tendency to revert to the tonic, is forined, that note being the

dominant.

It has also been pointed out (§ 44) that many discords heard over

the tonic are formed by notes concordant with the dominant, such

as the subtonic and tonic ninth; and that in constructing a series

of dominant chords, notes concordant with the tonic become

dominant discords ; whence the necessity for exhibiting a complete

set of seven notes when starting from either ground-note.

The series of thirds forming dominant harmony will therefore be,

m -iry-

-23' S3-
"s:r

r^J^
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89. The first three of these notes i produces the

common chord of the dominant, which differs from that of the tonic,

only in its position, not in its nature. It has, of course, two inver-

sions.

22:

22:

li

1

-^?-
^~

s>- -rzr

90. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

minor seventh.

if=

1

— ^
Chopin. WaUz. Op. 34. No. 3.

ZC2.

^=^=T4—^ =^=F
-^•V-J-

i
&G.

^^^ S -1^2-

]:^~n^
91. Ex. 38 consists of the chord of the minor seventh of C repeated

several times.

Ex. 39. Cheeotini. "Amen." CWean. Maes. No. 4.

* I
,
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92. At * Ex. 39 is tke first inversion of the chord of the minor

seventh of D.

Ex- 40. ScmJMANir. Song. " Lied der Braut." Op. 25. No. 12.

I

i-^^-4-
Sj ^~

^ . #1 ^^^^
&c.

^i^3^^ ^^=^.^ 3=^=fH^
93. At * Ex. 40 is the second inversion of the chord of the minor

seventh of D.

Ex. 41. Beethoven. Overture to Prometheus.

\

=̂^=S
^-F-F- -^=F=F

&c.

WR̂ ;St=^^ =S=F=^
I

94. At * Ex. 41 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor

seventh of C.

95. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

major ninth on the dominant. It includes under it a minor seventh,

whereas the chord of the major ninth on the tonic includes a major

seventh or subtonic.

is^-=- -?zr
-jTZ.

-fTT

I

S3"

Ex. 42. SommuJN. Symphony in C.
*

W *—»

ij?::^:^:^ &c.

-^--
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96. At * Ex. 42 is the chord of the major ninth of G in its

original position.

Bx. 43. Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 26.

i9W=^ tfe
&c.

f& nI ni^
97. At * Ex, 43 is the first inversion of the chord of the major

ninth of B (?. This chord is sometimes called the chord of the

seventh on the leading note.

Ex. 44. Mendelssohn. Op. 82.

98. At * Ex. 44 is the second inversion of the chord of the major

ninth of B j;.

'Ex. 45. Memdblssohn. Vocal Quaitetts. No. 11. Op. 59.

I
m 3t3=^

rrf ĉ?-.

&c.

ipz

99. At * Ex. 45 is the third inversion of the chord of the major

ninth of B b.
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„ Ex. 46. Ex. 47.
SCHCBEET. P.F. Sonata. No. 1. Op. 42. Beethoven. Mass in D. " Benediotua."'

* *

P
i=^
Jr-_^J,^2

*^^
£

&C.

100. At * Ex. 46 is the fourth inyersion of the chord of the major

ninth of Gr, and at * Ex. 47 is the same chord derived from D.

101. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

eleventh on the dominant.

iw -^^ "S3-
'Z2L

32:
1221

Ex. 48. MozABT. Symphony in D. No. 5,

*

^33
&c.

v-^Ff-

102. At * Ex. 48 is the chord of the eleventh on A in its original

position, but without the ninth.

Ex. 49. MBNDBLSaoHN. Walpurgis Night. Pinal Chorus.

if

m

1 -^ -ggi- ^

r
:fr"r!~:: *! *! -i«

^
~r:r

<r2

lez:

&c.
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103. At * Ex. 49 is the chord of the eleventh of G, including the

ninth, in its original position.

104. When the third of the dominant is in the bass, the introduc-

tion of the eleventh produces a very harsh combination. The first

inversion of the chord of the dominant eleventh may be therefore

passed over. It will be noticed that the third of the dominant is

disj)laced by the eleventh in all the examples given.

Ex. 50, MENpELgSOHN. Vocal Qnartetts. Op. 48. No. 7.

.J J"J-^jL^-^-^'J-^-J-^

-I

~ *

&e.

-\ h

105. At * Ex. 50 is the second inversion of the chord of the

eleventh of G.

I

Ex. 51. Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata. No. 3. Op. 29.

latiat -s-

r322^ 22 :zz

22'

106. At * Ex. 51 is the third inversion of the chord of the

eleventh of B j;. This chord is commonly called the chord of the

added sixth.

Ex. 52.

i
&c.

^i^
a?: ^ -.Si-

T^
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107. At * Ex. 52 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the

eleventh of B j?.

Ex. 53. Mendelssohn. 8t. Paul. No. 2,

3 *

^1^:

^tf
-^^^

m -t—h-

r

w -h^

108. At * Ex. 53 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the

sleventh of A. It is commonly the chord of 7, the fourth being

n the bass. The ninth is, of course, often used with it.

From the fact that the interval of the eleventh of the dominant is practically

he tonic itself, this note is very commonly sustained into a common chord, or its

aversion, e. g.

i -^?-
I^ sazis^rg^^"'^^j^

21

&c.

<^ r^
iS'—f^-:?^-4

^ -^?-

Some discordant notes are resolved by moving downwards, others by moving

pwards ; but the dominant eleventh, as shown in the above example, is frequently

tationary, because it thus forms an important part of the chord of resolution.

Compare §.186.)

109. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

lajor thirteenth on the dominant.

P
221 IS2_

1221
:S2I

gp-
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Ex, 54. Bossim. Mesie Solermelle. " Sanctns."

^-fl-
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112. At * Ex. 56 is the first inversion of the chord of the major
thirteenth of G, including the seventh, but without the ninth and
eleventh.

Ex. 57. Beethoven. Symphony, No. 2,

*

113. At * Ex. 57 is the second inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of A, with the ninth and seventh.

Ex, 58, Bach. Passion Music. No. 16.

* '-v

CJ '-
J.

lf=Sr-
j^ &c.

114. At * Ex., 58 is the third inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of E [7. including the ninth and eleventh.

Ex. 59. Mendelssohn. Overture for a Military Baud.

« *

i

w^-
^533F ^33^

i
&c.

T»l-^

115. At * Ex, 59 is the third inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of G.
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Ex. 60. Baoh. Passion Muiie. No. 16.

if
teE^

o.

s m
r Haa^ J- J-

&c.

116. At * Ex. 60 is the fourth inversion of the major thirteenth

of E b, including the eleventh, seventh, and ninth.

Ex. 61.

^=d3:^^M=St i^ g:?^
apfeM:^ :p2i

117. At * Ex. 61 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of D, including the seventh, ninth, and eleventh. The
consecutive fifths are not unpleasant.

Ex. 62.

1

I
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119. At * Ex. 63 is the sixth inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of Gr, without the eleventh and ninth.

£x. 64. Schumann. Paradise and the Peri. No. 9.

I

^S rv ^
^^=t^^

e 221 T2-

S
Ac.

~-?=21

120. At * Ex. 64 is the sixth inversion of the chord of the major

thirteenth of D. This chord and that at * Ex. 63 would be gene-

rally called the chord ^, having the sixth in the bass.

CHAPTER VI.

Chords formed by combination of Thirds from Minor Scale.—Reason for frequent

use of Minor Discords in a Major Key.—Minor Scale arranged in Thirds.—How to

catalogue Chords of doubtful Appearance.—Combination of two Thirds forms Minor

Common Chord.—Examples of its Inversions.—Chord of Subtonic and Minor Third

formed by combination of three Thirds.—Examples of the Chord of the Subtonic

and Minor Third, and its Inversions.—Combination of four Thirds forms the Chord

of the Major Ninth and Minor Third.—Examples of the Chord of the Major Ninth

and Minor Third and its Inversions.—Combination of five Thirds forms Chord of

Tonic Eleventh.—Called also Chord of Five and Four in the Minor Key.—Examples

of the Chord of the Tonic Eleventh and its Inversions.—Combination of six Thirds

forms the Chord of the Tonic Minor Thirteenth. Examples of the Chord of the

Tonic Minor Thirteenth and its Inversions.—End of Tonic Series of Chords formed

from the Minor Scale.

121. The Minor Scale provides a large number of chords which are

constantly in use in music in a major key. The reason why they

find their way into major movements is this : The dominant common
chord of the minor is identical with the dominant common chord of

the major ; hence dominant discords of the minor scale can be either

resolved on to a tonic having a major or minor third. Adopting the

D 2
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modem minor scale, which differs from the tonic majdr only as to

its minor third and minor sixth, the series of thirds will be this— '

^
-^

%w
122. It will be found, as in the major scale, that the tonic and

dominant each possess their own series of thirds, and also, that some

of the notes concordant with the dominant are treated as discords

when combined with tonic harmony, and some of the notes con-

cordant with the tonic are treated as discords when combined with

dominant harmony,

123. There is sometimes a difficulty in determining, when an&,lysing

some of the chords formed fronii the minor scale, whether tonic or

dominant predominates in their nature. It" is, of course, not a

matter of opinion ; but is to be decided by considering the treatment

which such doubtful combinations receive at the hands of the great

masters. If they are treated as tonic harmony, their name will be

found by reckoning in thirds from the tonic ; if as dominant harmony,

from the dominant. This can always be determined by the chords

on either side of the doubtful chord.

124. The first three notes of the minor

series produce the minor common chord.

Ex. 65.

.

mt
-iS'-

-^

p^^
&c.

m -^-

At * * Ex. 65 are the first and second inversions of the minor
common chord of A.

125. The first four notes of the minor series produce the chord of

the subtbnic and minor third. This is one of those chords in

which the tonic and dominant element are almost evenly balanced.

When the treatment is evidently dominant, and the tonic is
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omitted, it will be found under the series of dominant chords.

^ ^

In the following examples it is a tonic chord, and is in most cases

prepared, thus coming under the common name, " the chord of the

suspended subtonic," but the first example given will show that it can

be used with beautiful effect without preparation.

1

Sx, 66. Bach. Paesion Miiaio. Pinal Chorus.
* 1 I

^^5
-n»

221

&c.

I I

p=l?-^-^-"M
^^^"

s
126. At * Ex. 66 is the chord of the subtonic of C minor.

£z. 67. MozABT. Symphony in D. Noi 1.

:8t I T
127. At * 67 is the fii'st inyersion of the chord of the subtonic and

minor third of D.

Ex. 68.
I

H^=^±$z
Ij I

^ 2^:
'-^ #

^S ^ =1=^
±

128. At * Ex. 68 is the second inversion of the chord of the sub-

tonic and minor third of F.
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Ex. 69. MozAET. Symphony in D. No. 1.

J
m'i^^s^

U-

&4^-'

iszi .̂

129. At * Ex 69 is the third inversion of the subtonic and minor

third of B.

The subtonic of the minor key cannot descend, unless treated as a dominant note,

because of the flattening of the sixth degree of the minor scale.

130. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

major ninth and minor third.

p '^- -s^

-^
Ex. 70. Bach. Mast in B minw. " Kyrie."

*

181. At * Ex. 70 is the chord of the major ninth and minor third

of E, in its original position.

i

Ex. 71. MozABT. Symphony in D. No. 1.

"te
^

P
A ^-

le-^iy=g=w; £
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132. At * Ex. 71 is the first inversion of the chord of the major

ninth and minor third of B.

Ex. 72. SoHUBBBT. Pianoforte Sonata in A. Op. 120.

133. At * Ex. 72 is the second inversion of the chord of the major

ninth and minor third of iF f

.

Ex. 73. Leo. Mass in D. " Kyrie."

*

i
^ 221 -irT

a: -tS^- IK ^ r> r̂ 32: r̂ r̂r>

®ffi
^^ a:S: ji'~y.iJ|

-«s^

^ ,(^ ,^ ^#
P=r=

=?3= 32 I 221

^ -(&-

&c.

134. At * * * Ex. 73 are second inversions of the major ninth of

D minor.

135. When the subtonic is in the bass, the minor third is

generally displaced by the dominant seventh, and the chord becomes

a purely dominant chord. The third inversion may be therefore

passed over.
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Px. 74. Haddbl. Overture to Metdah.

w &c.

W^t ^ ^
136. At * Ex. 74 is the fourth inve'tsion of the chord of the major

ninth and minor third of E. Had 'this chord been followed by a

common chord of F J major, the G would haye been a dominant

discord, but the retention of the upper notes B and G, while the bass

moves doTimwards, points unmistakeably to a tonic derivation.

137. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

tonic eleventh. It is commonly called the £ in the minor key.

iw
3^-

Sx. 75- SoHOBEBT. Pianoforte Sonata in A. Op. 120,» -T»-

3=

&c.

miw4.—

h

'^'Mi^—r
138. At * Ex. 75 is the original position of the eleventh of B minor.

'Ex. 76, MozAitT. Symphony in C. No. 4.
*

\ 1_

ie-FS
K^feS

<d

^=^-^ is s

=P2:

%\9k. ^^^

.

&c.

=P2;

139. At * * Ex. 76 are chords of the eleventh of A minor, in-

cluding the major ninth and subtonic, in their original position.
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Ex. 77. Baob, Pension Music. No. 47,

@3
t^?- j^m

140. At * Ex. 77 is the first inversioii of the eleventh of B mitaor

(first inversion of suspended fourth in the minor).

Ex. 78. Bach. Prelude and Fugue, B minor, for Organ.

^ig??:^_^

141. At * Ex. 78 is the second inversion of the chord of the

eleventh of B minor

When the seventh is used in the bass, as would be the case in the

third inversion of this chord, the tonic element is generally discarded

for the sake of smoothness, leaving the chord the first inversion of

the minor seventh on the dominant.

Ex. 79.

142. At * Ex. 79 is the fourth inversion of the eleventh of

minor, with the ninth.
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Ex. 80 Bach. Mass in B minor. " Confiteor."

=P2I

II 11 &c.

143. At * Ex. 80 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the eleyenth

of F J minor.

144. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

minor thirteenth on the tonic.

iw
*

-^
3S-

Ex, 81. Bach. Jlfa«« in B minor. " Kyrie."

1

145. At * Ex. 81 is the chord of the minor thirteenth of B minor.

Ex. 82.

&
-^r •^.m

I

,. J
Wife. ^

^

~^ '^

<j

&c.

iE

146. At * Ex. 82 is the chord of the minor thirteenth of F | minor,

including the major eleventh and ninth.
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Ex. 83. SOHTJMANN. Paradi$e and the Peri. No. 10.

-f^ -m~ ^ *

T

&c.

J?
N N

!

-*- 1 *-»^-^

147. At * Ex. 83 is the first inversion of the minor thirteenth of

B minor.

Ex. 84. MoziRT. Symphony, No. 1.

Id-- ~,W-

148. At * Ex. 84 is the second inversion of the minor thirteenth

of D minor.

149. The introduction of the subtonic in the bass of this chord

is harsh ; a purely dominant chord, therefore, usually takes its place,

and the third inversion may be passed over.

150. The attempt to introduce the ninth in the bass will be found

equally difficult; the fourth inversion, therefore, is as unlikely to

come into use as the third.

Ex. 85.

151. At * Ex. 85 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of G minor, including the eleventh.
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Ex. 86.

DOMINANT CHORDS IN MINOB KEY.

Bach. Fugue for Organ in minor. No. 6.

152. At * Ex. 86 is the sixth inversion of the chord of

thirteenth of G minor.

U*'

CHAPTER Vn.

Dominant Series of Chords formed from Minor Scale.-==-Dominant Common Chord.

—

Combination of three Thirds forms the Chord of the Dominant Seventh in a

Minor Key. Examples of the Chord of the Dominant Seventh in a Minor Key
and its Inversions.— Combination of four Thirds forms the Chord of the

Minor Ninth.^-Its Importance.—The Beason for its frequent Appearance in the

Major Key,—Omission of the Ground-note in its Inversions.—^E^amples of

the Chord of the Minor Ninth and its Inversions resolving into Minor and Major

Keys.—Combination of five Thirds foiTas the Chord of the Dominant Eleventh.

—Kovr distinguished from Dominant Eleventh of Major Series.—Like the Chord

of the Minor Ninth it may be, used in a Major Key.—Beason for the Omission ot

the first Inversion.—Examples of the Chord of the Dominant Eleventh and its

Inversions.—Combination of six Thirds forms the Chord of the Dominant Minor

Thirteenth.—When resolved into Major Key the Minor Thirteenth often ascends.

Beason for Alteration of its Notation.—Examples of the Chord of the Minor Thir-

teenth and its Inversions.—Suspensions.—The supposed Distinction between

Fundamental Discords, and Discords of Suspension.—Definition of Suspension.

—

The Use of the Term greatly limited.—Beason for so doing. '.

153. Next follows the dominant series of chords in the minor key.

The first three notes give the common chord of the dominant.

$
A-& Ss^

-^
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CHORD OF THE MINOR SEVENTH.

* |S * -
47

154. At * * Ex. 87 are the first and second inversions of the

common chord of B, having a major third because it is the dominant

of A minor.

155. It is of importance to remember that the dominant common
chord of a minor key is major, because through this chord, or chords

of this series, of which it is the basis, are made those elegant fluctua-

tions between the major and minor mode, so characteristic of modern

music. The major third of the dominant being, as subtonic, capable

of leading the harmonies.into either mode.

156. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

minor seventh in the dominant of a minor key.

Mw \&-

Ex. 88.

IP

I

41:¥ ^
T &c.

^K ^ -iS^

157. At * Ex. 88 is the chord of the minor seventh of C \, the

dominant of F | minor.

Ex. 89. MozABT. V2XkMats.

jfef
:^:

-^^-

Ag De &c.

^t,^ n^—-d—ii- W 3^:

158. At * Ex. 89 is the first inversion of the chord of the minor

seventh of G, the dominant of C minor.
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Ex. 90, Beethoven. Mass in C.

(^
m JC3Z

t^fi=^

jL^ 4
igr=r=^=g;p^ W • !»

Ag Be

^

I

i.
&c.

159. At * Ex. 90 is the second inversion of tlie chord of the minor

seventh of G. the dominant of minor.

Ez, 91. MozABT. Symphony iu 6 minor.

t

i^ ^T ^~r
i^

r ^
&C.

^^Ezr^^rog^
160. At * Ex. 91 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor

seventh of G, the dominant of C minor. At f is the third inversion

of the minor seventh of D, the dominant of G minor.

'

161. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

minor ninth, the most important chord in modern music. From
the major third of the dominant almost invariably forming part of

it, this chord is as frequently followed by a chord of its tonic major

as its tonic minor. In its inversions, the dominant itself the

ground-note, is nearly always omitted.

IPQZ =1^ S>-
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Ex. 92.
Sfohb. Quartett in Eb

.

at?*i3t
^

162. At * Ex. 92 is the chord of the minor ninth of E
b, resolved

on to its tonic major.

Ex. 93, Mendelssohn. Ottet. i

163. At * Ex. 93 is the chord of the minor ninth of C resolved

on to its tonic minor.

Ex, 94. Beethoven. Pianoforte bonata. Op. 26.

164. At * Ex. 94 is the first inversion of the chord of the minor

ninth of B j; resolved on to its tonic major.

Ex, 95. Bbbthoten. Piftuoforte Sonata. No. 18. Op. 7.

iS= ^
*

3c sK ^n

&c.

165. At * Ex. 95 is the first inversion of the chord of tiie minor

ninth of E, resolving on to its tonic minor.
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Ex, 96.

'

P- HiLLEB. Nala <md Damayanti.

d:,=^p^j n
&C.

ZZ^
Z2L

166. At * Ex. 96 is the second inyersion of the chord of the minor

ninth of B, resolved on to its tonic minor.

XiX, 97. Mendei^sohn. Pianoforte Concerto. Op. 25.

Hm& *^ :t;^

Sftz4I i^=^^if^^ ME *±=*:

167. At * Ex. 97 is the second inrersion of the chord of the minoi

ninth of B, resolving on to its tonic major.

Ex. 98. Mendelssohn. Elijah. No. 5.

3j_*f__#!:"^ *l ^"

^-S-9- W
He mock-eth at ns,

&C.

^Sn^=r± :?2-
2:

-(S^

168. At * Ex. 98 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor

ninth of D, resolving on to its tonic major.
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£iX. 99. Mozart. Bequiem. " Dies iite.'

- lum &C.

169. At * Ex. 99 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor

ninth of A, resolving on to its tonic minor.

Ex. 100. Mozart. Symphony in G minor.

P &
I

I

fe«3 * M 3

^iJ'c Y^^
If:^ fe

&c.

170. At * Ex. 100 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the minor

ninth of E, resolved on to its tonic major.

Ex. 101. MozABT. Symphony in G miaor.

]? #5^, ifeF=^ ^^
^ • L

I
k> •

L--

&c.

171. At * Ex. 101 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the minor

ninth of D, resolving on to its tonic minor.

172. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

eleventh on the dominant. This chord, like its predecessors in the

E
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dominant series of a minor key, is often resolved into the major

mode of its tonic. It is distinguished from the chord of the dominant

eleventh of the major series, by including under it a minor ninth,

instead of major.

-^

Ez, 102, Bbethovek. MassmD. Introdiiotion to"Benedictns.'

t
!

1^^ I J ! t--^! L

P
^^̂ : ^

it«
iH M

-^- ^^. 1^^=^
^^\

m^^ is::^
^^

\r\

T^^~YW

S±

fka.

2±

173. At * Ex. 102 is the chord of the eleventh of A with the

minor seventh, but without the minor ninth, resolving on to its tonic

minor. At t is the chord of the eleventh of G, including the minor

ninth and seventh, but resolving on its tonic major. It wiU be thus

seen that the chord may be followed by its tonic major or minor,

without reference to the use of the seventh or ninth.

174. As would be expected, the eleventh and third, if heard to-

gether, would form a very harsh combination; the first inversion,

therefore, which would have the third of the dominant in the bass,

may be passed over.

175. At * Ex. 103 is the chord of the eleventh of G, with the

minor ninth and seventh, being part of a sequence which is worthy of

careful examination.
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Ez. 104. HnMMEL. Pianoforte Duet, A b.»^^

^ J at:^

3 r~i"

eu4_^L3-S-S-4^TTTtTTTt^
BEa f T

ii
bti

-m- -^

S 2*S

^^n -itUM^M^^'

s

176. At * Ex. 104 is the second inversion of the chord of the

eleventh and minor ninth and seventh of C, the note C being heard

also.

Ex, 105. Mendklssohm. Fimeral Miarch. Op. 103. ,

i m\^ 3-s?^
-I-

W^
ZSL HS^

^a=

177. At * Ex. 105 is the second inversion of the chord of the

eleventh and minor seventh of E, without the minor ninth.

E 2
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Ex. 106, Mendelssohn. Wedding March.
• *

I I' . ^

178. At * Ex. 106 is the third inversion of the chord of the

eleventh, minor ninth, and minor seventh of B.

Ex. 107. Schumann. Symphony in 0.
*

I

179. At * Ex. 107 is the third inversion of the chord of the

eleventh and minor ninth of B b.

Ex. 108, MozAET. Symphony in G minor.

180. At * Ex. 108 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the

eleventh and minor ninth of B [7.
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Ex. 109.

1^-

Bacb. Motett. " I wrestle and pray."
»

'2Z.

"iTJ-

&c.

IS' ^—r- ^ 221

181. At * Ex. 109 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the

eleventh and minor ninth of C.

182. The next combination of thirds produces the chord of the

minor thirteenth. This chord is also resolved on to the major tonic

\̂J ^ c?^
TZr izr _C2I

r>L

as well as on to the minor tonic. In the former case the minoi

thirteenth generally ascends to the major third of the tonic. But, a<

it is a general custom to write ascending semitones with sharps,

and descending with flats, the minor thirteenth often appears as an

augmented fifth, e. g.
—

i
-nSI- d^

W =F

-rzr

-^

w^ ^^
&c.

221

It cannot be denied that this can be much more easily read than

:&

^

J2g±

#
-^-

-rzr

&c.
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the first requiring only one accidental, the latter two ; but we must

not suppose the apparent augmented fifth to be a major third of the

subtonic, inasmuch as subtonic harmony rarely, if ever, precedes that

of the tonic, and moreover, a dominant seventh is not unfrequently

part of the chord, e.g.—

i ^^=1^

m

321

&c.

321

Ex, 110. ScHtiBEBT. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 122.

f^ &C

^
183. At * Ex. 110 is the chord of the minor thirteenth of D,

including the seventh.

Ex, 111. SOHUB^BT, Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 42.

f^i
-j-

t- g- ^ F

mS^

&E
&c.

184. At * Ex. Ill -is the chord of the minor thirteenth of G, in-

cluding the minor ninth and seventh.
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Ex. 112. GocNOD. Faitst. Introduction to Act. IV.

I
^-.. .

'S^^1^r3~fl£^
U ~m-

m^

^
^

&e.

-^-

185. At * Ex. 112 is the first inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of B.

186. As the minor thirteenth of the dominant is the same note as

the third of the minor scale,, the minor thirteenth not unfrequently is

retained until the tonic chord is heard, as in the following examples.

(Compare § 108).

Ex. 113. J- Brahms. Ehapsodie. Op. 53.

^^S ^
-d-*-

fcfe

A - ber ab - seits, wer ist's ? In's Ge -

^ c - ^-» gl^h

5 fei ^f±^^w^w^=^ F

it\^^ ^ fes: iB:l?^=g:

i

- biiach ver - liert gich sein Ffad,

Bii ^^
^3

'^—

^

=^

-tSi-

IM^

&c.

'f

^ w^ rJ ^-

r
187. At * Ex. 113 is the first inversion of the chord of the minor
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thirteenth of G. At t is the first inversion of that of F, and at
||
the

first inversion of that of E [?.

Ex. 114. GoTJHOD. Faust. Introduction to Act IV.
*

188. At * Ex. 114 is the first inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of E, including the minor ninth and minor seventh.

Ex. 115. SoHUBEKT. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 53.

ifs
*

*
I &c

MS
189. At * Ex. 115 is the second inversion of the chord of the

minor thirteenth of G, the thirteenth remaining until the tonic chord

is struck, as in Ex. 113.

Ex. 116. Beethoven. Overture to Ccridlanue.

-4 *J !

190. At * Ex. 116 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor
thirteenth of 0.
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Sx. 117. ISEBTHOVEN. Overture to Goriolcmus.

M^-^c r: =^=?^ m=F=^£
J^ jN ^ . > &c.

-»—s^
^ EH

191. At * Ex. 117 is the third inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of G, including the eleventh, minor ninth, and minor

seventh ; the eleventh displacing the major third of Gr.

&X.. 118.

P
* I

3i: J:
:;^ ^ ^-

-̂i» IK J
&c.

i^z:

192. At * Ex. 118 is the fourth inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of B.

Ex. 119.

Wi
fete
^^ J -g fa

^^ -iS^

J -^ ^ J.
^;^mr 'f

&c.

T21

193. At * Ex. 119 is the fifth inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of 0.
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Ex 120. -Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata, No. 3. Op. 10.

194. At * Ex. 120 is the sixth inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of A.

'Ex. 121, ScHrMASN. Paradise and the Peri. No. 9.

f^^ :i

&c.

m̂
195. At * Ex. 121 is the sixth inversion of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of F #.

Ex. 122. Mozart. Symphony, G minor. Minuet,

PS^
I L ^

n^—^—1^

^t2

&C.

SI^?^- ^m la
196. At * Ex. 122 is the sixth inveraon of the chord of the minor

thirteenth of D, the third being omitted until the thirteenth is

resolved.

197. It will probably have been noticed that suspensions have not

had the important position assigned to them in this work which they

usually hold in treatises on Harmony. Formerly discords were

divided into two great classes, fundamental discords and discords of

suspension. This system arose from two causes : first, because

authors had come to an erroneous conclusion that certain discords

being the intervals produced by a mathematical ratio, were specially

entitled to be called fundamental ; secondly, because it was found
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that tonic discords (discords of the tonic series) were generally pre-

pared, and it was hence supposed that they never could or would be
used without preparation.

Whereas in fact, as far as mathematical ratios are concerned, equal
temperament makes both tonic and dominant discords of equal im-
portance, and the preparation of tonic discords was not a legal

necessity but a mere habit now almost extinct. Finding, therefore,

that the dominant series of discords were often used without prepara-

tion, and the tonic series nearly always with preparation, some
authors constructed the following definition of a fundamental discord

:

—"A discord that can be used without preparation." Of course

numerous instances of unprepared tonic discords were quoted by the

unconvinced, to prove the badness of the definition, but all argu-

ments, founded though they were on facts, were crushed by the

remark that such progressions could only be written by licence.

The attempts made in some works to distinguish between " funda-

mental discords," and " discords of suspension," and " discords " which
ought to be of " suspension," but which hy licence are " unsuspended,"

are more amusing than profitable. Again, some have drawn a dis-

tinction between a suspension and retardation, the former being a

prepared discord resolved downwards, the latter a prepared discord

resolved upwards.

198. A discord of suspension is defined as "a note or notes sus-

tained from one chord into another, to which it or they bear no
relation." If the list of legitimate chords, made of scale thirds, be
borne in mind,, it will be seen that the above definition prescribes

very narrow limits to the use of the word suspension. It is only when
a chord cannot be classified under the head of the tonic or dominant

series of a major or a minor key, or under the chords produced by a

combination of thirds from two scales, that we may call it a sus-

pension, e.g.—
Ex. 123, SoHCMAMir. Bong. " Der Knabe mit dem 'Wuiiderhom,"
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199. The two notes preceding the * Ex, 123 give the ear the

impression of a chord of the major ninth and minor seventh of

C |, E I being the major third ; but at * the E J is sustained during

an unexpected chord of B, to the chords of which it bears no relation.

This note is, therefore, a discord of suspension.

Ex. 124. Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 26.

^^K^ ^3-
kj- ^ ^^

&c.

-w—&m- S^
200. At * Ex. 124 the leading-note of the dominant has, as was

the case in Ex. 123, been suspended into the second inversion of the

tonic chord ; but in Ex. 124 the tonic chord is noinor.

201. In one sense, suspensions are chords derived from two scales,

and if it be considered a simpler methjod so to explain them, the

ground-notes of the notes suspended, and of the chord into which

they are suspended, might be given as the two-fold derivation of the

whole chord containing the suspension.

202. As a composer is at liberty to suspend any notes he may
think fit, from one chord into another, an exhaustive list of disconk
of suspension is practically impossible.

203. When, after long habituation to the musical effect of a par-

ticular suspension, the ear has become ready to adopt the discord

without preparation, such a chord must not be called a suspension

unsuspended hy licence, but must be treated as a, legitimate com-
bination of sounds which will come under the head of those chords
spbken of in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Chords formed by a Combination of Thirds taken from two Scales.—The Dominant
Scale of a Minor Key.—Example of its use.—Second-Dominant a Ground-note.

Three Forms of Chords from a two-fold Derivation.—Examples of each.—Example
of the Introduction of a Note derived from Tonic, with those from Dominant and
Second Dominant.—Another Chord derived from two Scales.—Its Preparation

unnecessary.

204, It is now necessary to consider the nature and construction of

chords derived from two closely allied scales. By far the greater

number of such chords are formed from part of a minor scale com-
bined with part of the scale of its dominant. But what is the domi-

nant scale of a minor key ? It has been already noticed that the

third of the dominant is always major; it only remains, therefore,

to speak of the second, sixth, and seventh degrees. Now, if the

seventh be not raised and so made into a new subtonic, no modula-

tion into the dominant of a minor key would be possible ; and, if the

seventh of the dominant be raised, the second of the dominant must

be raised also, in order to form the chord of the dominant- of-the-

dominant (hereafter to be called the second dominant) ; but, on the

other hand, if the sixth of the dominant be raised, all trace of

tonic minor scale disappears (the dominant sixth being the tonic

third), this note therefore, must, not be raised.

Example a.

I? r
i -^z^

321 -^ <j Hg^
"•"

The corresponding scale of the dominant of the above will there-

fore be

Example h.

m~Z \Y^ b^^~^

An example will better explain the use of this last form.
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Ex. 125.

CHORDS FROM TWO SCALES.

MozABT. 12th Mast.

The above (Ex. 125) is a modulation from C minor (in which key

the piece opens) into the dominant of C minor, and the notes used will

be found to be taken entirely from the scales, just given in Examples
a and h. The A (; in the first chord of Ex. 125 is part of the ordi-

nary minor scale (Ex. a), the entry of F |, the subtonic of G (Ex. 125)

denotes that the modulation into G- is begun. A
|| appears as the

second degree of the dominant scale, but, on the other hand, the E \>

is never raised, thus preserving the relationship of the dominant

minor to its minor tonic.

Now on the same principles on which chords have hitherto been

arranged and catalogued, a chord having an A [; and B fa (from

Ex. a) must be part of the dominant series, and a chord having an

F I and C (from Ex. 6) a part of the dominant series of that scale

;

but that scale is itself dominant, therefore the F4 and C will be

derived from the second-dominant of C minor. Therefore, a chord

containing A (?, B ||, C, and F | is a chord derived from the dominant

and second-dominant of C minor. If B
|]
appears in such a combina-

tion, C disappears. If C appears, B ^ disappears. By far the most

common form of the chord is that with the C and without the B fa

;

because, as the chord is used as a means of modulation into the

dominant, the minor seventh of the second-dominant (C from D) is

an all-important element.

205. The word " supertonic," as meaning the dominant-of-the-domiDant, has been

here carefully avoided. Its use in this sense has already led to a large amount of

misunderstanding amongst musical writers. The note in question derives no import-

ance from its relation to the tonic, but only from its relation to the dominant ; when
virriters, therefore, speak of supertonic roots, &c., &c., they use an expression not in

itself clear, but from which all doubt may be removed, if only the term "second-
dominant" be substituted for "supertonic."

206. The following three forms of this chord of twofold derivation

are those most in use :

—
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i
Lt^= ŝ^
PiF=^^ :te;^ fe

S:
22:

No. 1 Ko. 2. No. 3.

No. 1 consists of the minor ninth of the dominant, with the major

third and minor seventh of the second-dominant ; No. 2 consists of

the minor ninth of the dominant, with the second-dominant, its major

third and minor seventh ; No. 3 consists of the minor ninth of the

iominant, with the major third, minor seventh, and minor ninth of

the second-dominant.

No. 1 is only an incoinplete form of No. 3, although considered by

many a distinct form.

Beethoven. Symphony, No. 2,

FB.'FgraF^,

207. At * Ex. 126 is the chord No. 1, derived from G and D, the

dominant and second-dominant of 0.

Ez. 127. EossiNi. Meese SolenneUe. " Gratias agimus."

:z:^
-<^-

1 te- : J«rj5

^^ > w'< ^ &c.

^'^^^i^

208. At * Ex. 127 is chord No. 2, derived from E and B, the

dominant and second-dominant of A.
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Ex. 128. Mozart. Symphony, G minor.

b'^c; fr---

i

^

J=J:
&c.

209. At * Ex. 128 is chord No. 3, derived from D and A, the

dominant and second-dominant of G, the minor seventh of D being

elegantly introduced into the melody.

£iX. 129. SCHCBEET. Symphony in C.

*4 ^-^^
1^ F •

-^SH

&C.

'^^

210. At * Ex. 129 is chord No. 3, derived from D and A. This

example is given to show the direct resolution which involves con-

secutive fifths. Much vigour is lost by the ordinary resolution given

in the following example, although the supposed fault of consecutive

fifths is avoided.

Ex. 130.

I
Tl .-^ ,

-W?-^

-^?-

_C2_

221

r &c.
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Ex. 131. Baoh. Passion Musio. No. 25.

m
rf=f^:Lrrirfw

S-VlJ-J. &c.

211. At * Ex. 131 is chord No. 2. in a different position. It is

deriyed from C and Gr, the dominant and second-dominant of F.

212. For the same chord in another position see % Ex. 134, which

is derived from G and D, dominant and second-dominant of C.

213. The form No. 3 is used in different positions.

Ex. 132. Spohk. Calvary. No. 28.

*

214. At * Ex. 132 is one of the positions in which No. 3 occurs.

It has the seventh of the second-dominant (0 f) in the bass. This is

a direct resolution ; but in consequence of the fifths being inverted,

they are fourths, and therefore are not objected to.

Ex. 133. Eossrni. Mesie SoknneUe.

^:w
SEE

*

:s2z
7^.^'Onm sancto spintu."

:S

m
A men. &c.

b^^ -i'^
-G'-

215. At * Ex. 133 is another position of chord No. 3, derived from

p
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C and G, the dominant and second-dominant of F. It has the third

of^he second-dominant in the bass.

216. Very rarely, the tonic is admitted into such chords as these,

when startling or mysterious effects are required.

Ex. 134, GomiaD. Fault. Act ni.

^ -?^>-T- -yni-^
Z^ZL IP

-^
\V^ sz -^r^

¥^&&^d
]

m± -^- ^̂•i^-
2i^

217. At * Ex. 134 is a chord composed of the tonic C, its major

third E, A
t?
the minor ninth of the dominant G, and F 4 the major

third of the second-dominant D.

Ex. 135. MozAET. Symphony, 6 minor.

m ^̂3^^
i^^^
Ex. 136.

f

8va., I**, ^

^5^^^^
&e.

^

218. At * Ex. 135 is a chord containing the minor ninth of D, the

minor seyenth of A, and the major third and fifth of E.

At * Ex. 136 the same chord is in a different position.
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A chord derived from two scales, which is now in common use,

must be noticed.

Ex. 137. Haysn.

Be - - ne - ^io - tns qm

s^^^^
219. At * Ex. 137 the leading note of the scale has been heard

with the subdominant chord.

Ex. 138.

I

M
ScHUMAinf. Song, ' An den Sonnensohein."

) I
*

i^^^̂'^r^ &c.

m& m—9

?
220. At * Ex. 138 the leading note is again suspended into the

subdominant chord, but accompanied by its third; that is, by the

ninth of the subdominant.

Ex. 139.

i
Mendelssohn. Faaka 42.

< * I I

:i3t=z^:

$W^ -^,

r
Wẑ =^=^
^

221. At * Ex. 139 only one note of a similar combination is pre-

pared.

p 2
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,E2. 140

222. At * Ex. 140 neither of the notes are prepared. See § 203.

CHAPTER IX.

Relative ChoixJs are derived from the Scale.—The Keys they represent are called

Relative Keys.—Definition.—Relative Chords from Minor Scale.—Why their Use

is limited.—What Chord may follow another.—Three Classes.—Examples of each.

Use of the word Enharmonic.—Capability of Inversions of the Chord of the Minor

jNinth for Enharmonic Change.^Additional Reasons for their Doubtfulness of Key.

Outline of Modulation into various Keys by Means of the Inversions of the Chord

of the Mmor Ninth.—Chord of the Minor Sixth of the Subdominant Minor.—

Examples of its Use in different Positions.—Examples of Suspensions into the

Chord which follows it.—Example of a Note suspended into it.

223. It is now time to consider the laws which govern the pro-

gression of chords, bnt before doing so, it is necessary to ask how

many commoii chords can be made out of the notes of a scale.

i 221

w
22:

-Tzr
"?zr

i #.j^3I-^

In addition to the common chord of the tonic there are here five

other chords, which may be conveniently arranged thus

:
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The common chord of the relative minor of the tonic (5).

„ „ dominant (4).

» 5, relative minor of the dominant (2).

„ „ subdominant (3).

» „ relative minor of the subdominant (1).

224. The combination iw has been omitted from the above series

because, although it is called the " imperfect triad," it is, in reality, the first inversion

of the chord of the minor seventh of the dominant, the dominant itself, the ground-

note, being omitted.

225. These chords are called the relative chords of the tonic, and

the scales of which they form part are called relative keys.

226. A relative chord, therefore, may be defined as " a common
chord made up of notes of the tonic scale

;
" and a relative key as

" a key whose tonic chord is a relative chord."

227. With regard to the minor scale :

mwm isaz
. CJ "̂ '^

jhe only common chords therein contained are-

mw B^a

Now if the tonic chord is followed by No. 3, it is really followed by the subdominant

of the relative major ; No. 3, is therefore less a relative key of the ininor than of the

relative major. A similar explanation of the succession of the common chords of

minor and BJ? may be given. The only chords then strictly relative to the minor

key are those of its dominant and subdominant. As these two relationships are

included in general terms in § 223, the treatment of the minor keys in connection

with this subject may be omitted for the present. The chord No. 3 is, however,

often used in other relations than those of the relative major.

228. It may now be stated that any chord may be followed—1st,

by a chord of its own tonic or dominant series of chords j 2nd, by a

relative chord, or a chord from a relative key ; 3rd, by a chord which

has one or more notes in common with itself.

229. The first of these three classes of progressions will be suffi-

ciently illustrated by an examination of Exs. 1 to 140, special regard

being given to the nature of the chord which precedes each discord.
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With regard to the second class, the fact that k relative chord can

follow any chord is too obvious to require any illustration, but it is

not so evident that a chord from a relative key may follow a chord;

the following examples are therefore appended :—

Ex. 141. Beethoten. Symphony, No. 2.

230. The chord at * Ex. 141, which follows the tonic chord of D,

is one of the dominant series of B minor, relative minor of D.

Ex. 142.

P% S feim
^2.

ĝ|^=^M±g
Ti ff'-

&c.

g=^^ -fs

231. The chord at * Ex. 142 is one of the dominant series of A.

Ex. 143.

P
I

y^L 1^Tf=S=W d SW^
r r r '

f-

^^^^ kL-d
S3

232i At * Ex. 143 the tonic chord is followed by a chord from the

domiiiaUt series of the relative minor of its subdominant.
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233. At * Ex. 144 the tonic chord is followed by a chord from the

dominant series of the relative minor of the dominant.

234. The following passage from Beethpven will show plainly how
a note or notes common to both can link two successive chords.

Ex. 145.

n # ^ gp , g!p "d^ ^ ^

^ ^^=1fez:m:

4f
f-^p^#[#^

PS3s sz:

tt ^—i

—

^
-
Ŝr-^r-^
>P \r^M%

285. It must be remembered that the three classes of progressions

do not always exclude each other.
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236. The changing of the notation of a sound, while the sound

itself remains unaltered in pitch, is called an enharmonic change

and a modulation produced by such a change, an enharmonic modu-
lation, e. g.—

MozAET. Symphony, E b.

I I I

t}^
'

h' H

\

^^ i^-ti-\<i-¥

^te

if* ' -
III . Ill ' i|

1—,
«

% ii I ^ I

3 ^ ^ ¥-
&c.

The notes connecting these two keys are E ^ and C [7, the same as

DfandBl].

237. It may be well to state here, in order to avoid any confusion

in the use of the word " enharmonic," that an enharmonic scale is a

scale which contains intervals less than a semitone, and an enhar-

monic modulation is a modulation which eaxlvdes intervals less than

a semitone. It would be more correct to call an enharmonic modu-
lation "a modulation by means of altered notation."

238. One chord is pre-eminently adapted to an alteration of nota-

tion : it is the chord of the minor ninth. In the inversions of this

chord it must have been observed that the dominant on which it

occurs is almost invariably omitted.

There are two reasons for this : 1st, If the dominant is introduced

in an upper part, its presence destroys the beautiful combination of

minor thirds of which the chord consists ; 2nd, if the dominant is
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introduced at all, it dictates, as it were, a certain resolution, and so

robs the chord of its peculiar and useful quality of doubtfulness

of key.

No. 5 is merely a complete change of No. 4. It is therefore given

as an alternative of No. 4.

No. 1 is derived from G, dominant of 0.

No. 2
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whatever notation it may appear, it is practically a combination of

minor thirds: its great usefulness arises from the doubtfulness of its

key. So common is it in all the works of great masters^ that,

its compulsory disuse would destroy modern music—a fact which

ought not to be forgotten by those who adyocate an enharmonic

scale, or who assert that voices and stringed instruments really

use such a scale. Many works on Harmony give sketches of

the modulation from this chord into various keys, similar to

the following, in which the mere framework of the change ofiey is

shown :

—

IktoC.

i

IntoF.

i^: i^:e=
p̂z: "f^rr

w -W-

p
21 ŜP=p r^ r^-<s^

Into B |7.

P
iNTOEj?.

i^: ±̂ B22221 32: ps:

m rz) J, S

Into At>. Into D i?.

y^' lVJi^ ll>'iV:¥

®i^
-^

~jr2L
têiip ^

Z2:

r
2

:^:

-^
"22"
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Or by Al^beed Notation into C
jf.

Into G b.

77

9
iA=ft^S te

I zs ¥W=^
f n :p2: ^ a--^

^^^^4M4gj,^»^^ps^

Ob by Altbbed Notation into FJ. Into 1?.^ ± iffftttr^?^ zz

^ a girj ir " I'H
|
r^i^^ 'fe^ t^

I* L̂=U S^ -.s^
?si-

iSi
-S'-

s
fc*#.

221 2^ 22

Ob by Altered Notation into B.

^

^ft̂^
tip ' %^ ass

./:i.

'1'^

IntoB.

—

^

1^

S2I

izz:

fe: S
IntoD.

fe ±

—ff

—

Into G.

Into A.

S>~

J-^ rT

T 32:

^
32:
-fs-

^

^ :̂p2i

I \r^ fry

321

l''^

'?:?'
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The modulation into the relative minors of these keys is equally

simple, and can be worked out by the student, who will find numerous

examples for imitation, in all good modern music.

240. There is a chord used generally in the minor key, the effect

of which is so striking and the appearance of which so strange that it

deserves special notice. It is derived from the minor scale of the

^ubdominant of a minor key.

iw
*

-S=r
rj ^ 32: -^ izz:

if
^=a

r-J gJ ~irx
22: bt::? \sz:

-<s^

1 3

Whence (by combining 1, 3, 6), we get

Ex. 147.

\&.
TZ^-

I^SL

&c.

:?2:
~r:j-

The relationship of this chord * Ex. 147 to the scale ofF minor is

shown by its frequent use after a chord of that key, as in the
foUowiug example :

—

Ex. 148. Mbmdeibsohn. Fugue for Organ, C uiinor.

*^
he.

fcM#=t=fc

241. It can be easily imagined that composers, when the chord
was firmly established, would strive after new effects by using it in

other positions.
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Ex. 149. ScBDMANN. Sjwphony in C.

>J b/, }'J teiE^p^
w ^^ 5^Q

242. At * Ex. 149 is the common chord of the minor sixth of the

subdominant of C.

Ex, 150. Beethovbn. Mats in D.m *p: W^^v'tr^rt
pul - tna est . et et . . &c.

I S^aPTW PW-^H^IT

243. At * Ex. 150 is the common chord of the minor sixth of the

subdominant of D.

Ex. 151. ScHrouNK. Meqwiem.

'fE=ki^kz:

i
Do - mi - ne Je - su Chris - te

^ ? :p2:

^
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i
*I—4--l

;
|«—

J

«=^— —-f» « s s

mkr-r^

/Bex

is^

?!3~ ^ ,te:

^C.

-tS^

~s:r

244. In bar 3 Ex. 151 are first inversions of the common chord

of the minor sixth of the subdominant of B.

Ex. 152, Hamdbl. Joseph. Chorus, " Thus one with eyety virtue crowned."

*
I

P^nm^f^fMJ IJ ,. !
a

' Lr '
' '

'

J J J:^ij
J.^ Z2I .gr .

245. At * Ex. 152 is the second inversion of the common chord of

the minor sixth of the subdominant of Gr.

Ex. 153. .
BossjNi. Mesee ^lenneUe. "GratiassigUBua."

I
tfi 351 ^^

, Lll ,- J" nif-iA -f-

t
•**

246. At * Ex. 153 is the second inversion of the common chord of

the minor sixth of the subdominant of A, resolving into the tonic

major.

247. Sometimes a note out oi this chord is suspended into the
chord which follows it, producing an uniisual and beautiful effect.
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Ex. 154.

P
^

Boesnn. Stahat Mccter. Ko. 2.

:^ J-

w^- ^

^ ^ .r>ing r»2^,a^
Ses P

^^ J- J—J^
w

5

^S I>-Q
,

,f^^.fa?^'J^
&c.

^

At * Ex. 154 the minor sixth of the subdominant of A j? is heard

with an inversion of the tonic chord.

Ex. 155. Beethoyek. Pianoforte Sonata. No. 2. Op. 29.

Pte
2i:

®f^

248. At * Ex. 155 the minor third of the subdominant of A is

heard with an inversion of the tonic chord,

Ex. 156.»w fJ s ^
-is>-

>' J , 3^
-tSI—-^

&c.

ZZL
:p2:
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249. At * Ex. 156 the subdominant is suspended from the minor

subdominant chord, forming a tonic eleventh.

250. Sometimes a note of the tonic chord is suspended into the

minor subdominant chord.

ScHUBEKT. Pianoforte Sonata. Op. 42.

»

At * Ex. 157 the fifth of the tonic is held with the second inyersion

of the minor subdominant chord.

CHAPTER X.

Definition of a Discord.—Examples of various Resolutions of Dominant Seventh.

—

Their Classification.—The Ground-Notes of the Chords of Resolution.—The only

limit to the Resolution of this Discord.—The omission of the Ground-Note gives

freedom to the Resolution of a Discord. —Reason for omission of Ground-Note in

Inversions of the Chord of the Minor Ninth.—Musical Progressions- can hardly he

said to be limited in number.—Possibility of smaller Divisions of the Octave being

adopted as a means of creating a new Literature of Music. —Consecutive Octaves,

when and why forbidden.—Consecutive Major Fifths should be used sparingly.

—

The common reason for their unpleasantness disproved.—Examples of Con-

secutive Major Fifths from great masters. Their Classification.—Movement of

Parts.—Reason why Consecutive Major Fifths should be sparingly used.—The
False Relation.—Examples of it.—Cadences.—Their Division into Perfect and

Imperfect.—The Half-Close.—Interrupted Cadences not a Class.—Examples of

'Imperfect Cadences.—A Tonic Chord preceded by a Relative Chord, or the

Dominant of a Relative Chord.—Further division of Cadences into Classes unneces-

sary.

251. A discord may be defined as " a chord which requires another

to follow it before the ear is satisfied ;" and a discordant note as " the

note in a discord by the alteration of which the ear becomes satis-
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fiecl." The movement of the discordant note to a satisfactory sound

is called its "resolution," but the word resolution is also used to

express the chord which removes the unsatisfactory effect of a discord.

For example, take the chord of the minor seventh, and see how it

can be resolved, either on to a concord or on to a discord vphich,

whilst resolving the discordant note itself, introduces a new combina-

tion requiring resolution.

i
-^ -Tzr s>-

'j:2i:c2i

W
-&—9^ 22: o V^- izz:izr

m
.C2.

rj ^'rj
-C2- i7e2.

-rj yr-j -^

Handel. Solomon. No. S.

fe
^^^^^

2î=g:

fzr

S^=le

-^
-&:221

9. Schumann.
Paradise and the Peri. No. 9.

mMiLZZiez
"23"

10. Mendelssohn. " Lauda Sion."

^
Wz

:?2:

-d-^
f"

^
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11.

RESOLUTIONS OP MINOR SEVENTH.

Haydn. Creaiim. " In native worth."

/f rf. gj" u n
_C-L ^ te m fc^

^ i^j ^•j"
-^g? ' . Pr> r->

:3=

12. Eosaiw.

f

]

a
s

"OSalutariB."

L

13. BoasiNi, Messe SohnneUe,
" Sanotua."

^
14. Baoh. Fasgion Musie, No. 47. 15.

P
^?- te^ (S' ^

r? . r?
-fT}-

.£2. .C2. JQ. .^^-

16.

i

Bach. Paseion Music. No. 38.

IS-^

grFS
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17.

i
SoHDMANif. " Requiem."

^
^r-rr f L/^=g=»i=

pi - e Je - sn Do - mi

mm J. /.^ V i^-^

ne.
I

'^ r^ \ ^ r TT^
18. Beethoven. Fiddio. No. 16.

i1^ ^ >^» ^A
I

^ . ^ -

^ III I I I

"M-
I I I

^H^
|J^ s: s: Si-

19. Hansel. Samson. No. 11.

P =g=

^tI?—r?
1 s>-

252. If viewed with reference to the resolution of the discordant

note, these examples may be classified as follows :

—

1. Where the discordant note descends to the semitone below.

Exs. 1—9.

2. Where it descends a whole tone. Exs. 10—12.

3. Where it is transferred from one part to another. Exs. 13, 14.

4. WTiere it ascends one semitone. Exs. 15, 16, 17.

5. Where it is enharmonically changed. Ex. 18.

6. Where the resolution is elliptical'. Ex. 19.

G 2
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253. With regard to the ground-note of the chords of resolution,

it will be seen that in Class 1 they are generally a relative chord, or

the dominant of a relative chord. The same explanation holds good

in Class 2. In Class 4 the discordant note is generally a minor

seventh of the tonic, not of the dominant, and is raised to the leading-

note to produce a tonic close.

254. It may be said therefore, that the chord of the minor

seventh, though apparently more restricted than many other dis-

cords, may be followed by any chord of which the note of resolution

is a component part, limited only by the laws of the relation of keys

and of the progression of the separate parts of a chord.

255. In the examples just given, the ground-note has been in-

cluded in the chord, but it may be now stated generally that if the

ground-note of any discord be omitted, more freedom of treatment is

obtained. (Compare § 238.)

256. But in those chords in which the ground-note is omitted, it

will be noticed that a smoother combination is obtained without

it than with it, e.g.—

i ^
257. Only a few of the possible resolutions of minor sevenths and ninths have been

given in this work ; there need be no fear, therefore, that the supply of musical

progressions is likely to fall so short as to preclude original composition, especially

bearing in mind what is said in § 238 ; and moreover, knowing that the same progres-

sion of actual notes may be thoroughly changed in character by its rhythmical posi-

tion, melodic structure, and relation to neighbouring keys. The unwillingness of the

public, and even of some musical critics, to admit any unusual progression, is at

present the real limit to many a composer's invention. If at any future time a lack

of diversity in music becomes a genuine complaint, no doubt mathematicians and

mechanists will be ready to provide instruments capable of playing a scale with

smaller divisions than a semitone, and so create the necessity for an entirely new
musical literature. Such an event is far from impossible.

258. Consecutive octaves are forbidden in all cases where they

simply weaken the harmony without reinforcing any theme specially

requiring emphasis. It is evident that in a three-part piece of music,

if two parts are frequently moving in octaves or unison, one of them
is practically useless ; but, on the other hand, any musical phrase,

however short that phrase may be, can be strengthened by unison

or octaves in writing for voices or instruments.
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259. Consecutive major fifths should be used sparingly, as the

effect of them when unskilfully handled is bad. The reason

generally given for the prohibition of this progression is, that con-

secutive fifths suggest a succession of different keys. But this may
be proved to be false in the following way.

An interval does not change its key by inversion. Therefore the

succession of keys in the following passage

—

^^^ -r¥^w^

J r -^^f=-

will not be altered by inversion, and the same pleasant effect ought

to be produced from this

—

It is evident, therefore, that the cause of the unpleasantness of

consecutive fifths, when they are unpleasant, must be sought else-

where.

260. The following examples will shew when they may be used

with good effect :

—

1. Bekthoven. Pianoforte Sonata. No. 1. Op. 29.

-^ • f rrfrf. ^^-*-^^ S
w.

-^-
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2. Bach. Motett. No. 2.

! J

r r^r r V

w^^ .L-^
-t-

Handel. Solomon.
•' Almighty power."

4. Hendelssohit. St. Paul
<' To God on high."

ff^r^n m

f- =P^^
—1 '-tt-

u r^

mA±j^jm
r ^

5. Mendelssohn. 8t. Paid.
" To Thee, O Lord."

6, Sfobb. Introdnclion to Port in. of

2%e Ltat Judgment,

^mr^r-cr
'mTX^ ât

Hatdn. Symphony. No. 4.

i
t^

Prt

33 *^

Tt ac

*=± _l_—I*-

&C.

:i=p:
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MozABT. Symphony, No. 4.

89

i ). u \

^^ ;> g g g g:

i I

I

4w—nM.#^
rn

I

ScHTiMANN. Itaek of EdenhaU.

^
i£r^i ^ &c.

#
.&c.

:^2i

11. Beethoven. Pastoral Symphony.

P
H=^

I

l̂>l-»-

r f f' rT &c.

^
£ee 3:

261. It will be noticed that the foregoing consecutive fifths may
be classed under the following heads :

—

1. Between passing notes. Bxs. 1—5.
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2. Between a succession of notes which, though part of a scale, are

too essential to be called passing notes. Ex. 6.

3. Between a tonic chord and that of its relative minor. Ex. 8.

4. Between a tonic chord and that of its subdominant. Ex. 9.

5. Between a tonic chord and that of its dominant. Ex. 11.

6. By contrary motion. Ex. 1 0.

262. When two parts move in opposite directions, their motion is called contrary.

When they proceed in the same direction, it is called similar. When one part

remains stationary while the other moves, it is termed oblique motion.

263. In order not to multiply examples unnecessarily, none have

been given of consecutive fifths between the harmonies in Classes 3

and 4 reversed, but they are not unusual.

It may be said that some of these progressions have found their

way into the compositions through an oversight of the author. If it

be so, the fact only proves that the ear does not always object to them.

No doubt, some will call them " licences." If licences are so un-

objectionable, or rather so pleasing, the law ought never to have

been made. Of course consecutive fifths may be objectionable, e. g.—

^
i i 3*

3*S

The use of them, even when they produce no bad result, should

not be indulged in by the student of harmony too largely ; as, unless

desired for special effects, a smoother progression of the parts

forming them may nearly always be found. To give an extreme

case : if in a number of successive common chords each contain two

parts moving in perfect fifths, it is evident that one of the two parts

so moving has lost its power of forming a melody distinct from the

one which it is following. ' It therefore comes under the same class

of faults as consecutive octaves. (See § 258).

264. A "false relation" may be defined as "the separation of

two notes of the chromatic scale caused by giving one to one part,

and the other to another part." When one vocal or instrumental
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part has both notes in succession, the false relation is avoided. The
following example shows the bad effect which may be produced by
such a progression :—

De. Ceoft.

m -^

E=E
U

&c.

The student may safely imitate such examples of false relation as

are given below.

Ex. 1.

1

I

#=<¥-

Beethoven. Pianoforte Sonata. No. 1. Op. 29.

. > , J

t^ ^ t m

i
7Si

&c.

ffi ^ -h*-

Ex. 2. Beethotek. Mati in D.

4.
't ^g==Vf^„ fiz^

-^^^ ^ » ^ I
^
^-^f^

i i^
^ ^ ^ &c.

pe.

^%
'/ i

1/
L-^^2 *̂ ^ I

^"^^
i.^Mi=l=i±±j2S:

Hendelssobn. Variations eerieuseg.Ex. 3.

WS3HI

Ml^t
pr-tr

\

~w-

^^^ ai

&c.
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Ex. 4.

CADENCES.

Handel. BoUmcm. No.

iw TZL^=^ f^r &c.

®^ s: ^
Ex. 5.

JsS

Baoh. Passion itTuns. No. 2£

^J=F5S:

^

I g Jt^pR a
In Exs. 3 and 5 the false relation is between the end of one phrase

and the commencement of another. If the phrases are well marked,

this rarely produces a disagreeable effeci

In Ex. 2 the progression of the yiolin part from F f to F
|j
removes

the apparent force of the melodic false relation. The study of the

masterpieces of great authors will train the ear to distinguish between

a good and bad ' false relation.'

265. The last progression in a musical sentence is called a Cadence

or close. Cadences are of two kinds, Perfect and Imperfect.

266. When the final tonic chord is preceded by a dominant or

subdominant chord, the cadence is perfect. In the former case, the

cadence is called Authentic ; in the latter Plagal. Cadences formed

by the use of any harmony, not dominant or subdominaHt, imme-
diately before the final chord, are imperfect By "the imperfect

cadence" is generally meant that half-stop formed by a tonic chord,

followed by that of its dominant, e. g.—

1

J
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This is also called the " half-close " in opposition to the perfect,

or "full close." A cadence is sometimes unexpectedly delayed or
interrupted, but inasmuch as the final progression, when it does occur,

can be placed under the head of perfect or imperfect, it is wrong to

call interrupted cadences a species of cadence.

267. Imperfect cadences often consist of a tonic chord preceded by
a relative chord. If the chords of the subdominant and dominant,
which form part of a perfect cadence be omitted, the relative chords

which are left for use are three, those of the relative minor of the

subdominant, the relative minor of the dominant, and the relative

minor of the tonic. (§ 223). An example of a cadence formed by
each of these chords is here given :

—

Ex. 1.
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Ex. 6.

I

;Z2:
I

W=^ -TTJ-

270. From the only remaining relative chord of the minor key

—

Zi^^ . g § (227) the following cadence is formed :

—

m
Ex. 7.

î ^^
^

fei
321

271. The following cadences are perfect cadences, because derived

from the dominant of the key.

Ex. 8. Ex. 9

.

*

9
fc

tS^̂ S
m.

*=

f^-J ITJ

A-
-^

-Tjr

w^ r r -ss-

The chords marked * in Examples 8 and 9 are derived from A, the

dominant of D, that in Ex. 8 being the third inversion of the chord

of the major ninth (see § 99), that in Ex, 9 being the third inversion

of the chord of the eleventh of A ; the eleventh, though used as a

sustained note, displacing the third. (See § 106).

Some authors discover half-a-dozen classes of cadences, but a

moment's consideration will show how unnecessary such a division is.
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CHAPTEE XI.

Three facts accounting for many musical effects.—The Ear accustomed to trace the

Scale, and to allow the Construction of Sentences on fragments of a Scale, and to

bear with a note sustained through various Harmonies.—Passing-Notes, Sequences,

and the Sustained-Note, thus explained,—The use of the word Passing-Note limited.

—rDefinition of Passing-Note.—Auxiliary-Note.—A Sequence defined.—Diatonic

and Chromatic Sequences.—Examples of each.—The Sustained-Note.—Its use in

the upper, middle, or lower Parts.—Examples of each.—The Double and Triple

Sustained-Note.

272. Many combinations as well as progressions of sounds seem
almost inexplicable until the three following facts are known :—1st,

That the ear is so accustomed to the succession of the notes of the

scale, that it will tolerate such a succession, even when the notes

have little or no relation to the harmony with which they are heard

;

2nd, that a series of harmonies occurring over successive notes of the

scale, or over a regularly recurring phrase made up of scale notes,

may contain combinations which would not be borne with unless

built on such' a ground-work; 3rd, that a note may be sustained

through a succession of chords, to which it is but slightly related, if

only it starts as a part of a recognised chord, and if it be eventually

legitimately incorporated into the harmony. From the first of the

laws arises the consideration of passing-notes ; from the second, of

the sequence ; from the third, of the pedal-point.

273. Probably no word has been so much and so wrongly used by severe musical

lawgivers as the word " passing-note." Whenever a combination of notes existed

which ought not to have existed, in their judgment ; if the vmrecognised discordant

note happened to be, as it often of course must have been, between successive de^ees

of a scale, this note was termed a passing note, and the rest of the chord was taken

into consideration without it. Thus it happens that even in some of the latest

works on harmony, not a tithe of the chords really in use are catalogued ; for, after a

few supposed legal chords are announced ready for use, all other combinations (a vast

array) are explained as containing "passing-notes," or as licenses; whereas any

combination of sounds may claim examination as a real chord ; and, with regard to

licences, it may be stated once for all that in music there is no such thing as a

licence; that which is pleasing, is right; that which is unpleasant, is wrong.

274. A " passing-note " shall be defined as " a note, which, in con-

sideration of its position in a series of scale sounds, the ear will

tolerate in combination with a chord to which it is not related."
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This definition, if strictly adhered to, will be found not so widely

applicable as that generally received. The series of chords built up

of scale-thirds must of course have been searched through in vain,

before any note can be pronounced to be unrelated to the chord in

which it appears. It is also evident that in most cases the passing-

note will be of shorter length than the combination with which it

is heard, but this is not always the case.

Beethoven. Symphony, C minor.

Baoh. Passion Mime. No. 36.

There are also chromatic passing-notes.

Haydn. Greation. " Now vanish."

r 'h k b.^^
A. J- ^ A *"•

^
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275. There is also a class of unessential notes which cannot rightly

be called " passing " notes because a degree of the scale does not lie

on each side of them. As is the case with passing-notes, they are

most essential to melody, though unessential to the harmony. They
are termed Auxiliary-notes.

Beethoven. Sonata for Pianoforte and Violin. Op. 12. No. 2.

^^^4-^4^-^t^t4p^' -J^ gj g g

They often occur on the whole tone above or below the important

note to which they are, as it were, attached, as well as on the semi-

tone above or below. They may be defined as "notes not essential

to the harmony, not introduced between two other degrees of a scale

and occurring generally on accented portions of the bar."

276. A sequence is "the recurrence of a melodic or harmonic

phrase on .different degrees of the diatonic or chromatic scales."

The following examples will exhibit the difference between diatonic

and chromatic sequences :

—

Ex. 1 shows an ordinary diatonic sequence.

Ex. 2 shows an ordinary chromatic sequence.

Ex. 3 gives a diatonic sequence which contains combinations

accounted for in § 272.

Ex. 4 gives a sequence in which a short phrase is repeated a whole

tone above.

Ex. 5 gives a sequence in which a short phrase is repeated a semi-

tone above.

Ex. 1 ^ MozABT. Symphony in D.

=55ii5'w'zr "'/
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^^^^^

4f *
i ^ ^'

_

*
i

Ex. 2. BossiNi. Stcibat Mater.

i
±=^ ^' •

>̂j-^ ^s^J^
»>'

P=F[

quan - do cor - pus mor - i - e - tur Fao ut

I
N k I _^ J.

1^ -^^^- fc:

*g=iM-^1* (••(•—^-i* -^.v
a - ni - ms8 do - ne - tur Pa - ra - di - si.

f^A.

^=>^f^^^g=^T-r -.F
I r

p"^



Ex. 3.

SEQUENCES.

ScHDMANN. Paradise and the Peri. No. 9.

-<^- -^?-

99

* -v^=Fv^ '^—Cs^
321

den

_C2_

-1^

U

I

hei hei

s: ~fzr
2:::

^ "r^?~

I

m -^21 r?S^^B^^-^- '^T^^

Fieiist das Blut, fiii die

221^M ^z:
ry:

C3-

W.
±S 3:;:

-^?-#̂22^ Sez eJT'^cJ'-^ g

I

heit ver - spriitzt vom Hei

IM^
den - muth,

-Z2L
-rzr ^^f

-is^
"Sr

Ex. 4. OoliNOD. iiVnof.

fer ?a^^ ^*==*HE

(

—w

^.^n^^rtf O'
&c.

K
5̂3

-*^5»^
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Ex. 5.

atg=^3teS^
F. Hti.t.er. Nala and Damayanti.

ww^rWW^y y y

^ ^^
On hex to gaze, ob, bliss di - vine.

W;^ ^̂̂
^

ffi =^

ii^inK^Tt^
With her to speak, oh, joy .4i - vine.

>4- N^j^^
i1. J ff*i"j>=1 *H

=P^
frf

tf
J ^^ ^
^n"-^# •L

/ I

277. As the expression " pedal-point " leads many to suppose that

it generally, if not always, is met with in the bass or lowest part in

music, we will call it in future the " sustained-note." The sustained-

note then, occurs in all parts of music high or low, and can be carried

through unrelated harmonies subject to the proviso in § 272. It

must not be thought that its use is limited to contrapuntal music or

tofugues ; on the contrary, numberless musical sentences in all styles

can be found in which the sustained-note is heard, surrounded by
various harmonies. It may be defined as " a note sustained through
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harmonies to which it is not necessarily related, but which is even^

tually incorporated as an essential note."

Ex. 1.
Quo

Beetboten. Mass in C.

i
-rzi-

w -^

-J-

m. %EE P

I

^-rzi ^^ m ^ r

4

JJX. 2> Mendelssohn. Antigone. No. 5.

Tenobs and Basses.

i
* ^ -\—

\

itiat_X.C ^ — —
'

— —

^

^ H 1

\J Pluag'd in af - flic - tioB, the wreteh - ed sons Be

iTi r"^ ^ J 1 -r-i^
"^

h2
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i 2!^:

*j
wail'd their &te

:

&o.

P S
Whose

a -n^L' L &c.

p^$=j^~J J J J J J j^=at

i ^ ^w -I h^ -y—t^ -•-#

i

blood, &ee &omstaiii, Fiiat flow'd in each vein of the

^^
f M: =S=i4-

-h

! !

^1 J J J J W J y JJJ ^^J ^

an - dent E - leo

^ =^
thi dffi.

m. f :?a:

(^-^-J JTrj Jjj:j

T^-^T'' r =
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SUSTAINED-NOTES.

Ex.3. SoHCMANN. Fugues on the word "Bach." No. 6.

o 3_ 3^ 3

b-^=^ -^

103

1^ JtjJ ^ J J

^
^- S

jC2-

i
I ^Jcj IFF^^^ ItT?,*—^^

—

^ f^
-

fe^ -'^-

fcriFi=^ ^ H«=&

feE -s^

p ^^^^^^^w
1^^ -a ^
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J

(

321
r- y> f̂ ^^^ ^

bd2=i: at^i: ^ :i±2^

I

J-
fir r T r • gi ^fê

^ J J bJ ^' J J J
-^

^ t,. ^^
fc

^ ^^ ^
I
^5 J bJ <J JT -̂

pJH}^-^
, bJ -^

r^nrrrVr,-^ s
^

^3^
-J-

-&-
221 "TTJ"
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Ex. 1 of the preceding examples shows a sustained-note in the so-

prano chorus part incorporated into the harmony at the word " solus."

Ex. 2 shows a sustained-note in an inner part of the accompani-

ment, the voices independently finishing their melodic phrase.

Ex. 3 shows two consecutive sustained-nptes in the bass, the first a

fifth above the second ; the second moving to a fifth below itself.

278. It will be found that the sustained-note is nearly always the

tonic or dominant. These two are frequently sustained together.

Mendelssohn. Songs loiihotit Words. No. 5. Book 6.

279. Occasionally, also, chiefly for the production of a pastoral

effect, the tonic, dominant, and second dominant are combined.

GoiJNOD. Song, " Shepherd's Plaint.'^^ -<^
=5^=^=P-

31^=^: ^^3t=^:

The student will find by a careful study of the great masters, that

the three laws which have now been illustrated explain various diffi-

culties, and point out to him a wide field for the exercise of his

musical invention.
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CHAPTER XIL

Modulation.—What establishes a new Key.—Laws of Modulation to be gathered

from the form of the Scale.—The two Leading-Notes in the Major Diatonic Scale.—

The force of one to keep a Progression in the Key, that of the other to lead out of

theKey.—The upper half of a Scale therefore determines the Key.—This exemplified

by Diagram of all the Scales, represented only by their upper half.—Important

Maxim.—^Explanation of common use of Dominant Discords.—Diatonic Modulation.

—Chromatic Modulation.—Enharmonic Modulation.—Examples of each.—Modu-

lation by making a note of one chord Leading-Note of a new Key.—Examples.

—

Modulation into the Key of the Major Third below. —Modulation into Key of the

Major Third above.—Tendency to advance into more remote Keys.—^Tendency to

elliptical progressions.—Exaniples.—Simple Modulations sometimes assume an

Enharmonic form.

280. One of the most marked differences between modem and

ancient music, is the constant variety of key in which musical

phrases are now presented to us. The establishment of a new key

is termed a modulation. The mere introduction of chords or pro-

gressions from unrelated keys, does not constitute a modulation:

a cadence of such sort as will determine the new key, must be

heard.

The theory enunciated in this work has been hitherto founded

on the scale as in use, it will be well to turn to it again in the

hope of finding from its construction or conventional use, some ex-

planation of the laws of modulation.

281. On examination, this scale is found to consist of two similarly

321 ^ ^>

Q C^

c/)nstructed halves i irj-
and

if CJ l^ZI -<s- lea: Looking at the second half.
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the force of the leading-note or subtonic, will be at once recog-,

nised. Such important authority has modern music given to this

note, that the second half of the scale is unquestionably the exponent
of the key of C. Now, in examining the first half, which also

contains a leading-note, and applying the same reasoning, it is found
that a change is taking place- into the key of F, a fifth below C.

Thus the diatonic scale contains two leading-notes, one of which
has a tendency to preserve the existing key, the other to lead out

of it. The results of this truth are so important, that it may be
desirable to state it in a different form, thus :

—

G

F^

Wt- -g^jfe£ir^
:z2:

-^
3- CJ

&c.

w JC2.te ^=2.

i ^j ^ 'jzr^^^3^^^

I

8ve._

1^4^
J=2.

frvff^ ^=E..(y^ |?r> j^t
fe2

ILl^ ^>^^\''' If&-

t

8ve in alf.-

2221 -<S^ -C2. -^?- fTJ
-fe^

-r:r c^ yr^
?s^

Drawing out a series of four notes as above, the scale gradually

ascends through the whole of the possible keys, though each com-

plete scale is represented by only one half of its constituent notes.

It is the upper half, therefore, which determines the key. Thus the

four lowest notes of the scale of G-, represent a cadence in the key

of 0. And similarly the four lowest notes of the C scale determine

the key of F. If, then, a modulation ia to be made into the key
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of the dominant, say from C into Q, the tipper half of the scale

of Gr must be heard, namely, that which contains an F f . But

F I is accompanied naturally enough by a chord of D, which is the

dominant of G-, hence the well-known maxim, that to complete

a modulation, the key must be entered through its dominant.

The major scale then, is proTided with two leading-notes, one

to keep music in the key, the other to lead out of it.

And therefore, if it be wished to modulate out of a scale without

making use of notes foreign to that scale, the key of the fifth

below is that most easily reached ; because, in this case, a perfect

key-determining cadence may be made by which to modulate into

the fifth below ; whereas new material is required to form a similar

cadence into the key of the fifth above, e. g. :

—

i -j^i.

I^ ff^ 321 -fzy

y U^
:?2: ^^321

P ^ ¥ -<S^-^ -^

w
'^

^^3: "r-IJ'
321

In the above examples a modulation into the key of the fifth

below is shown, without the introduction of notes foreign to the

original key, and next, a similar modulation into the key of the

fifth above, in which it is necesssary to introduce a new note—^F ft.

282. An explanation can now be given of the fact, that discords

are more common on a dominant than any other ground-note. It

is this : if it be required to keep in any key, the leading-note must

be heard, but the leading-note is ordinarily accompanied by the

dominant, therefore discords added to the dominant and leading

note, have a tendency to remain in the key of their tonic. Their

non-disturbance of the key, fully accounts for their frequent use,
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and this quality they gain from their association with the leading-

note and its accompaniment, the dominant.

The well-known statement that ground-notes or roots haye a
tendency to fall a fifth is now self-evident, it being known that
discords most frequently occur on a dominant, and, of course, tend to

resolve on to its tonic.

283, Modulation may be diatom'c, chromatic, or enharmonic.
Diatonic modulation, is the passing through relative keys mto

a relative key.

Chromatio modulation is the passing through unrelated keys, into

any other key.

Enharmonic modulation is a passing into unrelated keys, by means
of a change of notation.

Ex. 1. IJebthovbn. Sonata, " Pastorale."

I

r-
4-

^-*-#-

m. ~Kj

t%—

r

4F-r^ i^zt

~W\ ei_j. ^ \

-w-\ r
U.kmk.J

P ^ :^:w^^ zj==^

=F=#F few
-rr^..

*-+-

r
m £ £

^=t -!
! !

I»T
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I

i
Ima voUa.

^9,

m
?^! r\ ^

s-«i-

284. The above (Ex. 1), is a specimen of diatonic modulation from

D minor into the key of the relative minor of the dominant of F,

the progressions having in passing, gone through the dominant and

relative major.

Ex. 2. Beethoven. Symphony, No. I.

^ -f- -f- \^m

L,J7lar jg- -jar ffc- » j»

-P> 1# p
I |7iS

'^1 ^

i^ ?*=r
u J tA

ii~i>p .P it—E- :^—P-

^

fef
ii^

^-^J^-4f-fij{-ef *?»—»-

_=i
II III

w r r lJ

t̂^

-fc^ tes:

-*—»- k -m—*-
1^ L^_ ^^qT

I

P^
J2i^ ^^

:2s2
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I f—

^

2^

z-^-
^&

&c.

s i2!^ 4==z:

285. The above (Ex. 2) is a chromatic modulation from the key
of D

I;
into that of 0.

Ez. 3. BossiNL Stdbat Mater. No. 4,

i iE ^^ K Tr r r
m Z31

t
I I

^^^^^3^̂
^i *^

-^te-

E

286. The Above (Ex. 3) contains an enharmonic modulation from

the key of A minor, to the key of D b, and vwe versa, by substituting
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D [; for C |, after a doubtful chord, * Ex. 3, which suggests, bat does

not fully express the * Ex. 4.

Ex. 4.

^^^^^P
&e.

12s:

287. It is evident, that in order to obtain a rapid modulation,

it is only necessary to make any one note of the final tonic chord

into a leading note of a new key, thus :

—

Ex. 5.

3i: =^
^^^=t^ Tz:

&c

22 21
fe^

Here Gr the fifth of C has been treated as the leading note of A ];, and

made a part of the dominant chord of that key, in accordance with

the laws just laid down.

Ex. 6.

fi

i si:

W=F ^S±m
9^-

^
m

:z:3z E^ ^
Here C has been treated as the leading note of D j;, and made
part of the dominant chord of that key.

Something has already been said of the E as a leading-note (§ 281)

but it is worth while to notice that the use of the major third <rf
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the tonic as the leading-note of the relative minor of the key
of the major third below, has probably laid the foundation of that

frequent interchange of the key of a tonic, and that of its major

third below, which is so characteristic of modern music. Let the

E in the chord of C be treated as the leading-note of F minor, and
the result will be—

•

£z. 7. Chopin. Imprompta in A b.

^M^ ^^
which is the framework of the return from the key of C to Aj>
(minor for variety) in the following Example (8).

Ez. 8. Beethoven. Symphony, C minor.

I

3!^ r^i/fj ry-

&c.^ :|^-^f-^ 5^ 4=^

288. A passii^ into the dominant of the relative minor and back again is the

chief ingredient of many of the weak ballads which are greedily devoured by a taate-

less public. For a good specimen of this fonn Donizetti's song, " II s^eto," may be

e^ianiined. Sometimes this leads to the key of the Major Third of the Tonic.

289. A slight acquaintance with the history of musical progres-

sions is sufficient to shew that two tendencies, apparently, but not in

reaUty, opposed to each other, are exhibited in their successive

changes.

The first is, that when a progression has by usage become esta-

blished—authors carry it one step farther, say, by introducing a

chord derived from a ground-note a fifth higher, or a key with more
sharps or flats.

The second is, that when a progression has by usage become

established, the intermediate steps are often omitted, thereby giving
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an air of freshness and originality to the musical sentence. It is

impossible to allow space in this short work for a full treatment of

so large a subject ; one illustration of each must suflSce.

290. In § 240, the "chord of the minor sixth of the subdominant"

was discussed and it was shown that it is used in different positions.

In the following example the most striking effect is produced by the

introduction of the dominant minor seventh of this chord which is in

turn used as the chord of the minor sixth of the subdominant of the

domincmt, not the tonic :

—

^m̂s^
mi

Ex. a shows D as the dominant of G minor.

Ex. h shows the introduction of the " chord of the minor sixth of

the subdominant " of D (dominant of Gr).

Ex. shows the introduction of the dominant of the "chord of the

miiior sixth of the subdominant " of D.

Here is the sentence analysed above

—

Ex.9. Bossiiii. Siahai Slater.

p& ^
-+^

1—ah

r I I

p ^
'i* ^^ S* 3^

I aS=£
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A
: ^-Tp̂-^- TZZL_ I

ir^
&c.

j^ j^r^^
r

291. As to the elimination of the intermediate steps of a pro-

gression

—

Ex. 10.

1^21

&C.

-P2

we see in the above Ex. 10, B, E, and A following each other in

succession as ground-notes (see § 282).

Below is given the progression without the chord derived from E :

—

Ex. 11. SoHOBBBT. Pianoforte Sonata in D. Op. 53.

This progression is of commoh occurrence under various phases of

notation.

292. We have before spoken of the close relation of the dominant

of the relative minor, to the tonic key. Here is the elliptical pro-

gression from it to the tonic :

—
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Ex. 12. GomroD. Meiae Solennelle.

the connection between B major and G being a chord of E minor.

See § 268 Ex, 5.

In illustration of § 289 it may be well to quote a passage wherein

the same progression as that above Ex. 12 (B to G) is used, but in

which by the introduction of F
|j
the G is no longer a tonib chord,

but the dominant of C, The progression is thus as it were pushed

one step further,

Ex. 13. ScHUBEBT. Symphony in C.

^
ê2S:

J.
tvs&C.^S^

But still more intermediate steps are eliminated in the following

progression, Ex. 14, in which not only is the chord of strtlck,

which is only hinted at in the previous example, but to that chord of

C is added a B j;, making it suggest the key of F :

—

Ex. 14. ScHDBEBT. Symphony in C.
I I
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293, The ordinary antithesis of a key to that of its major third

below, sometimes appears more complicated than it really is, owing to

the necessity for an alteration of notation :

—

Chopin. Mazurka.Ex. 15.

ŵ
WJ

nmUo roll.

le? »M
fc:

!

-^ -J- -t , ^ pp

ssp
^ ^

ij^=^^ 11^ dal =M=

r
r^ Wj&c.

^
i?^ ^i=«V p

Ex. 16

^
SoHnMANN. iSongr, "'Widmung."

wm 22:

5 :rrr

m^,b^-^
r-

I III

-J—J-^
I?

- ^ r-^ :p2:

terttpffi i
^T^-^ -jf- ::j: -jj. _j|-

&c.

^53S I^ 1^a
The advanced student will find the analysis of the steps which in

reality lie between many fine progressions and which are uncon-

sciously supplied by the mind, a study as interesting as useful.
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CONCLUSION.

A summary of the whole theory may not be useless. The following

are the facts used for its ground-work :

—

294. That the scale now actually in use consists of twelve semi-

tones.

295. That the conventional succession of sounds called the diatonic

scale, from its special form, leads to the formation of chords on two

notes, the tonic and dominant.

296. That these chords are combinations of thirds, and as such,

can be systematically arranged and catalogued.

297. That a few chords consist of a combination of thirds taken

from two allied scales

298. That relative chords are the common ciwrds which can be

made out of the diatonic scale, and relative keys the scales which

they represent.

299. That the succession of chords is much influenced by this

relation of key.

300. That the primary law of modulation derives its force from

the two leading notes in the scale, the lower one leading out of the

key, while the upper one restores to the key.

301. Incidentally it has been shown that there is no reason for

calling one discord more " fundamental " than another.

302. Th9,t the term suspension is only legitimately applied to the

sustaining of sounds of one chord into another belonging to a distinct

scale-series.

303. That the art is perpetually striving to reach beyond the "con-

ventional," and in consequence of this, that new combinations at first

considered illegitimate are being from time to time recognised.

That there are no fixed laws, and, consequently,, no "licence" to

break them.

304. That all discords, even of the most complicated kind, are

as it were built round a common chord, and that the fundamental
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note of this common chord is the note from which the whole chord

is said to be derived—or, its ground-note or root.

305. Also, as the common chord, which is the nucleus of every

chord, is either a tonic or a dominant chord, and as the tonic and
dominant common chord of a major key and the dominant common
chord of a minor key all consist alike of a note and its major third

and major fifth, we must look always for the major third and major
fifth of a note before it can be determined whether it is the ground-

note. The only exceptions to this rule are discords of the tonic

series of a minor key, and such discords as are derived from a double

root, which, from having the miaor ninth of the lower root, appear

to have the imperfect fifth of the upper root, the upper root being

always a fifth above the lower root. It will also be remembered that

the eleventh produces a harsh effect when struck with the third, and
also the thirteenth similarly clashes with the fifth. In chords of the

eleventh, therefore, the third is most frequently (though not always)

omitted, and the series runs 5, 7, 9, 11 in whole, or in part; and in

chords of the thirteenth (the fifth being often omitted), the series

runs 3, 7, 9, 11, 13 in whole or in part.

306. As a proof that the supposed necessity for the preparation of

a discord has ho foundation in fact, it need only be pointed out that

musicians now listen to the sudden percussion of combinations of

sounds which would have shocked their forefathers. It may also be

reasonably expected that posterity will be habituated to chords which

would now shock the ear of the most educated and liberal critic.

Such considerations are far from useless ; for by a careful analysis of

the compositions of great masters, the student will readily discover in

what direction he must look for new paths. A historical study of

music will show him that only concords, or, rather, what were con-

sidered concords on supposed mathematical principles, were at first

admitted into use. Next, though not without great opposition, and

limited by severe legislation, that tonic and a few dominant discords

were admitted under the name of suspensions ; then, that the great

masters having exhausted these in passing under the contrapuntal

yoke, sought for variety by the introduction of a larger number of

dominant discords, treated at first with all the reverence due to the

earlier discords, but afterwards on account of their peculiar softness

used with less compunction. Nearer our own times he will trace the

manner in which dominant discords completely usurped tonic ; and,

lastly, by a conscientious criticism of those writers, whose works are
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eharacterised by vigour and freshness, he will mark how a yearning

after new effects has, led them once more to reinstate tonic discords into

their proper place, though neglecting the prejudices which formerly

hindered their free treatment. The young composer who . can thus

map out before him his predecessors' material and how they used it,

will be able to choose his own path. If he wishes to compose for the

mart, a slightly manipulated reproduction of that refined use of domi-

nant discords which has enervated a large amount of musical litera-

ture will be his most profitable employment. But, if he compose for

the love of art, he will after a thorough acquaintance with the best

works of great masters, commencing with the ageless giants. Bach

and Handel, and ending with Wagner, search carefully for the new
path, and strive after progress.

It cannot be denied that melody is more limited in expansion than

harmony. Of course to a certain extent, this must be the case, inas-

much as harmony commands the almost unlimited combinations of

sounds, while melody is restricted to the permutations of so many
notes as are considered a convenient compass for a voice or instru-

ment. Other limitations surround melody, amongst them notably

rhythm. But such considerations should be a great incentive to the

study of free harmony, inasmuch as a melody, simple or even com-

monplace, when taken by itself, may be so supported and surrounded

by beautiful harmonies, as to appear a richly-set jewel. It is also

worth remarking that there is heard by the educated musician when
listening to fine successions of chords, a melody none the less real

because difficult to describe, which leaps as it were from chord to

chord, and imparts a much higher pleasure than is obtained from the

contemplation of that bare outline, called the " tune."

But be it understood that harmony is to be used for the purpose of

beautifying melody, not of superseding it ; and after an unfettered

study of chords and progressions, the student will find himself quite

as able to appreciate and love a melody as when in his uneducated

state, the melody was the only part which appealed to his ear.

When the interesting study of harmony has been thoroughly

traversed, and the student finds in music a rich source of intellectual

pleasure, even then he stands but on the threshold of the art. Out
of the many subjects still to be explored, which he will find lying

before him, that of " Form " is the most important, including under
it, as it does, melody itself, and it is to be regretted that he will look

in vain for any trustworthy guide to direct his steps through its

wondrous complications.
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APPENDIX.

FIGURED BASS.

A good system of musical shortliaiid is much required. In the

days when comparatively simple progressions were used, the system

of adding to a bass part, figures which should indicate the intervals

contained in the accompanying harmonies, answered aU general pur-

poses. But the complications of modern music become still more

complicated to the eye when an attempt is made to write them down

in figures, because the figure can only as a rule show the interval to

be used, not the part which is to have it, and in modern music many
progressions only become possible by a particular arrangement of the

chords between the different parts.

But this very imperfection of the art of figuring, as a shorthand,

renders it exceedingly useful as a means of giving exercises to a

student. The intervals indicated give a general notion of the con-

tents of a chord, while the actual movement of the parts remains

undecided, and left to the student's judgment.

1. Figures have no connection whatever with the actual or possible

derivation of a chord.

2. Intervals are reckoned from the bass note respectively.

3. The highest number is placed uppermost ; the next high num-

ber below it, and so on.

4. Compound Intervals are considered Simple, with the exception

of those resolving on to an 8 or octave.

5. Every bass note without figures is to be harmonised with its

own common chord in its original position.

6. Every bass note not having a 4 or 2 against it, is understood to be

accompanied with a 3.

A
I
or I

implies the addition of a 6.

A 4 followed by a 3 (4 3) implies the addition of a 5.

A 7 or 9 alone implies a ^ also.

7. An Accidental standing by itself implies the alteration of the

third of the chord.

8. A stroke through a number indicates that the interval is to be

raised, e. g.—« 543*; but accidentals may be placed by the side

of the figures instead. Thus : 1 5, |j
4.
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9. Where the numbers have no accidentals attached, or are not

crossed through, the intervals are in accordance with the signature.

10. In a chord containing an augmented or diminished interval,

two accidentals are sometimes given, although one note of the

interval may not require alteration on account of the signature.

11. Lines -— signify that the previous intervals

are to be retained notwithstanding the movement of the bass part,

but they need not necessarily be retained by the same part.

12. The accompaniments may move during a bass note, if no

intervals are introduced which are not authorized by the figuring.

13. When more than one chord occurs on the same bass note,

common chords must be figured.

The following thirteen examples are given as illustrations of the

scope of the above rules.

Ex. 1.

I
^-^-

-'^
"ST

"e:r

-f^r

m Ic2I

Of the chords figured | in this example, the ground-note of the

first is B b,
of the second B b, of the third G. The first is a chord

of the ninth, the second a chord of the seventh, the third a chord of

the eleventh.

Ex.P^
,̂=A

ZtL
3i rzi

Although the chords move over a sustained note, the numbers are

reckoned from that note, not from the bass of the movina; chords.
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Ex. 3.

-^3- 3:^

F
(g; f -tr^

The figure 9 is placed uppermost, because a larger number than 7,

although in the harmony the seventh is heard above the ninth.

Ex. 4.^ ^
-1^ IZZ

pt r fL*

The number does not limit the use of the interval to any special

pitch.

Ex. 5.

if
2± ^^

P^ 32.

r> ^

,

I 5 , J '

"T*:?"

:?2: ^^
-pz '?::3-

"?'::::r-

No figures are required here.

Ex. 6. ^ ^-^ ^J

IZg—^ s&

2± 221
-.SI-

i ^
3̂21
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P "2P~ -^z^-
-^

^gr

iS: 3z: 22:^ 22:
22: -T*:?-43 79 8

The 6 and 6 imply a 3, the | and | a 6, the 4 3 a 5, the 7 and 9, |.

Ex.7.

mm ip i'p '

''f^

-ir^^

V
Wi 22 -^- 22:

In adding upper parts to a figured bass, the accidentals indicated

below the bass must be marked in the harmony.

Ex. 8.

i ^ -rzr

=ft
-s>-
TSr

-1^-

2^ -<S^

The sign ^ is in common use ; either J4 or 4 might have been used.

Ex. g.

i ^ 22: ŝ

^S to -iS^- -^?-
2i: 22:

In the third chord of this Example the 6 and 3 are flat, in accord-

ance with the signature, similarly the 5 in the ^, and the 3 in the

nnfigured chords.
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Ex. 10.

1
^ (=• p ii^g

i
*
w=^ fc

23-
6

^r
6be 6 84

Although the F in this Example is sharp, by the signature
; yet

the sharp fourths are marked in the figuring, one being part of an

augmented interval, the other of a diminished interval.

Ex. 11.

s
~w
:22i

1:21
2i: :z2i^J :^

The harmonies thus added to a moving bass sometimes require a

special arrangement of the parts, so as to adapt them smoothly to

the unaccented bass. Thus, it would have been harsh if i/^iz
-rp-

had been used in the second bar.

Ex. 12.A
%
t ^h^ -^—

-r±
:ZZ21

'Vc>

-& -^ rj rJ. -^-
-iS=-

s>-

This alteration of the upper parts, besides giving more interest to

the melody and harmony, allows the position of chords to be changed

when it becomes cramped.
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I

2i: ~r:r -tS^

"S3"

22:

:?2: 321
S± ^

i i

-^>-

The 5 has been thus figured because | is on the same bass note.

The 8 precedes the 7 to show that that note in the chord occupies

part of the bar before proceeding to the 7.

Before leaving the subject of " figured bass," it will be useful to point out that a

system of nomenclature for chords of a simple nature has been derived from the

figures placed under them. Thus, the chord " | " is made to signify generally the

first inversion of the chord of the minor seventh ; the chord of % on the sub-

dominant, that of the third inversion of the chord of the dominant eleventh ; the

chord of % on the supertonic, that of the second inversion of the chord of the major

ninth of the dominant ; the chord of 7 on the leading note, that of the first inver-

sion of the major ninth ; the triad of the leading note, the first inversion of the chord

of the minor seventh, vpithout the ground-note. The faults of this system are

obvious; for before a chord can be described, first, the numerical value of the

component intervals has to be found ; next, the relation of the lowest note of the

chord to a given scale determined ; but when all this has been done, the derivation

of the chord has still to be found. Such a system is absolutely useless, if the con-

text does not supply ample proof as to what degree of the scale the bass note of the

chord happens to fall on ; and, in cases of doubt, only a knowledge of the derivation

can give this information. This system, therefore, necessitates a previous knowledge

of some other arrangement of chords before they can be properly classified. It wUl

be well also to avoid such names as the chords of the Added, French, German, Italian,

Neapolitan, Sharp sixths, &c., because, as these names are given to chords not in their

original position, the inversions must be reckoned, not as is simplest, from the

ground-note, but from that note which happens to be the bass of the position to

which the useless name has been attached.

Little more need be said on the subject of " figured bass," except,

perhaps, to warn the student against expecting to find exercises

interesting as specimens of musical composition. No schoolboy ever

yet had much personal interest in the history of Balbus, nor must

the enthusiastic musician hope to be moved to delight by the

souUess pages which follow.
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EXERCISES.

ON THE COMMON CHORD AND ITS INYEBSIONS.

EXEEOISE 1. {Two inner parts to be added.)

P
m 3e=F £

6 6 6 6

I

I

i ^^ -•^ •L
-"•f •-

^ 3B=;Se:^ ?P "^^B

^ ^ H*-^^
#1 *

:P2:^ f
» 2±

f^-i^

6 5
4 U

-n^—

r

^ f^i f ^[f-^̂



EXERCISES.

i
:^

I _ f <^ T'-
' H

^
# -IS^ 321^r~r~f

i t=t
6 6

i =e :^ :?z:t3± 2::^ -.is>-

diii I fJr

^^ ^Z -<S^—?--
J L^ zzz.tSI-

6 6 li
EXEBCISE 2.

^fe^ H«=F I* ^ f f f
! r -If^ I I !d • S

^H^
1* X !»-

gE^
6 6 %\

TtrV



EXERCISES.

i Ftoc -*

—

W-

u

fefc
-fi—m—

^

m ' I*
-n^ P*-

6 6
6 6

i » I ^

f ^^tbi:

^^ r^^—f^mr=*= t=t I 1-

I fci

6 6 6 6 6

iV^ r f ^—^ -^—*-
:p=E

fe-17-r-^^r-^
-1^—1»-

-T^d-

p :!'

i «

-t^-

6 6

r^
2±

32: I* [^ i»

g^^^T^M-^^

^5"= T' \f "T"
-

r^ ^

b ^ ^

K



EXBECISES.

^^ ^S^

<U

m3i

M:i2=1:
-ft-r^

l» I

I I
r-2

^^ iS'—i-

--^

1 §4 3 t

¥^^=^: g -S^ C? .
-

(

m^ T^

S -cs?
•

H
EXEECISB 3.

bt i I ill

i
M :i=F
Jt^BH^ ?5

f
mzzz. » F 1^

l=t: # ^

^iS
-^

^E -)S^ iS^ \-

-f—^ -idr-^

6 6

rf̂ :^=^ 2:±

I

^tt '^ ^ ^-

%
^^ 221
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I

tfH^^ • F- fe ^s-f—i^ 2:i si -d-
-S(-

V-|^^^P=F ^^I L_L
t"^ 6 t| p ^ "p p"

fct pz: ip^ :t|P:

i7

^^ 22: -^—

^

:^
:^=3t

P P 6
"l y

^tt-#»—F- * 1^

I tl

'#^ -r f f ^
'"

-F m ^

rn^f-f-^ :i=^
r r r =r=^^=F=^r

6 6 6 6 6

fcS
;;
^-y Jil t ^

®tf'r r s d-

-fT

—

r

tt 8 ' I

i
*i=5^ ^^r:^

iH-^
s^

' 6 5
6 4^ 6 6 6 6 6

. K 2
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w
'M

i

gjjfej^^ r̂ I

lf=^
T=^

6 6 6 6
I M I %

6 6 6

fef:
«=^ -J ^

g^ r>
z^

r^ r i*~

I g « li

^EB ^ ^ ^ f i^:

i7

I !
* ^

6 6

tfi^ I f^' 321

&.
t :z2z

% '6 '6 '

j}

EXEECISE 4.

Z2: =^=F
321

(

r-^^^E£ ^ ^ ^ j^

^^^

6 6

—r^rr :T'^
6 6 6 8 6
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-t=;
m ip: H« ^

±di

^^̂ Iw -w-^w-if~^ r^r-
:1^U:

Ett 6 6 6 6 6 6

i 1^^ m#^m S3^
I I

:^^ 1^

jt 6- 6 5 ^ 14

i a-: ^w
^atJuiz^ ^ _ 1*

e^
! I

,1* * -. P P^ £-I—t- WT-
6 6 6

jf

[
#rJ^^^^;r^

^ H*-^ --^ ^ -#^-f*-
H—

h

H^r^
|=^td:

6 6 6 6
4

6 6 6 6 6 6

iLrTj' J^j ^mw \3tfZ * J ^

m^g ^Ptit*:
066666 566 6

a 4



10 EXERCISES.^ i-=^ :1=^
» s

Wnr^ ~7 r !T I J'^
-y-

6 6 b|' 5 6 5 6

P fe ^0 9-

H« ^ -«—I* »-
^ m

b|i 6 5 6 6 6 6

i -^ ^-
-m—\ S^ J S d «

m ^ :^
d » ^

5 6 5 6 "6 6 6

i-^--

^^^r-



EXERCISES, 11

w^r r f ^£ *mtuE:

1 %
5 6 6 6 6);

m
I f

^^. -s>-

I 6 6 8

Wfr^ ?2=p=1^ ^ ^J ^

« kl .1

^4-t^- ^"Z T^ T-^=^ f^ <^

6 6 6 6 6 5 6
4

6 6

jj. C? =i^ 1^^1 ?2: 2i: -.S!-

66 666 666 li

S :^
-^-

EXEBCISE 6.

« ^ I -^

P=FR^S3 =1
4

^P ^gl!^ 21
I^Hit

r~S' -6665 6 6
t

^^m ms «

t
6 6 6 6 6

^Sr
-#-s*

-<- ^ *-
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m^rr=f 1^=*^

6 6 6 6

Ww :pz: f ^ ^
-{ H

^=S ^ ::^=^
2i:T^tl

EXEBCISB 7.

S^SF :^
prj-r-p-f^ 2^ T^ zi:^ :?5

6 6 6

:?2: :&fe i^z»^ tcr ^ 1—

^

H 1- -<^-

6 6

^m^- ipz: ?2: :p2

tf
Z2:

-.s^-
-<s^

6 6
X 3

6 8 5
X 3

S3 -iS^
r^

I G p ^j ^^

P^: 3̂^ 22
6 6 6 6 6^

4
I

:l4 r^ tt^;:s2: ^—p^
2:i: -tSi- ZGC-i

^miw rj YJ>
:r2i

I tt

EXEBCISE 8.

^grf r r .^ :

jt=t
ips: -^3-

6 5
-I 3 f

'« 1^



EXERCISES. 13

FF^ ^i^=^ -"»—*-

6 t:{5 6 6

:^

6

F
jl>

lg^ ^c^C:

ffi
6 IgS

r
s f» ^ 2:

6 6

EE*^ :?z: ^ ;S=P=

6 6 6 5 6 6

i^t?—p-i^ r f ^ ^-1—

^

^
ON THE CHOBDS OF THE MAJOll SEVENTH AND SUSPENDED

SUBTONIC.

EXEKCISE 9.

P
?2:i=P^ ipz

Z2Z-<S^-

Eg r? ."T" r^ ^ =i^m ti=t

6 6

:?2:
-ir:r -JSlSl ^ ^ ^j

sz:

321
«•'

-IS^

6 6

2=pz: -fz^-fr^ S
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i ez^ r̂ r^ C2 \ ^j
n=^- 22:

B

m
-1=2—^

rrj
I
fZ^ r^ r^ c^-

zz.i=s±

(\



EXERCISES. 15

:p2: p ^J 22 ^ r-^ i ;S=e2

s: :?2:
22:

I I
5 6 6 6 S 6

U

i
I-^=p2i ^' r- P Z2I

22: 221

s: (^ P

8 ?

Exercise 11.

'r::3~ 22
^-^-^

S5^^lS i
•^ ? ^ *

6 6 6 7 8

:^=?c:
^id? f 1 ^ ^=^=^F

6 Iq 6 6

i gy ^

05

^5 rrrrr '\f ^^^=^
W.

6 6

f^—^ -^>-
r-^ I

* If^S ;»=^

—g*—
,1

—

6 6

f qf f

6 6 6 6

_^_
6 6
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EXKKCISE 12.

^ S -^—ai-
6 6 6 6

s m f
it± -i^—-—^ g
«l '

5 6 6 6 6

m m
H iS-

22:
7 8

K^s=d^
:
^-iiL^g-

:?eizq= atzzat
6 6

i«*=E=i =^ -rS^r (—

d *

6 7 6- 5 6

iS ^ :^ -1 1=

7 8

ON THE CHOED OF THE MAJOB NINTH OF THE TONIC.

EXEKCISE 13.

)i
251 3:5: 23:

=M^-

^ s 22=22 2^ S -S»-

re i Jj7 8

-&--^-
:p2: d—1^

i—

H

(

m J J r-J fTj
I

y-^
r-^ !

:^ £21221
6 -
5 4

6 9 8



EXERCISES. 17

I I

CZ. ?2=^-
rJ r-J —^ zi:.SI ^

W'- F f^ :?=r> J 3±
9 8 6 6 6 9 6 6

"r":?"

=P2:
-tS^

^ s:
v::3"

^ V r-^ E ^'^j^

"r^^ "f"!^
-^^

I i
9
7 I

3

Exercise 14.

r-^' -.
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Exercise 15.

m.
-^ :^=

'm rJ rJ -tSI—

^

7 6 9 6 5 6
I

SS -r^
r^ r-^ £ Z5=Z22[:

_c2:

li

ieS

9 8 5 6

8 -
5

r-> c^ :?2:
I

! ^321 -^ h

^« 4 i

i rv r> 1^2122 iM: 22

I i ^?

!p|li=&=^=^=^ 221
^21

3t
:t=F 2±

6 5 „4 tt 6

^1 rh. I
f^'

fr
=S=P

-^S>- 3^
9 8 1,6 6 9 8 7 fi

3
« I

To commence with this disposition of the upper parts

:

.zM.

on the chord of the tonic eleventh.
Exercise 16.

**^

-T

y—rx
1=^ ^: "^^r

-yir

^^§3
m.

-^—^- =i=p=
~irs-\

t:?:. ~r:r

5 -
8 - 4 3 8 7

-^
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^^ r^ r̂w=^ -^ 2:; 221

]}\% t 3 4
7 6 6 5 6 9 8

1^1^ ^ ^^ '' (^ r> V^ r5
-
^g

"T"::?"

6 6

^Si
-r? (^ g^

I
6 tj 6

r> I r- r^

1
f^ i^j-

-rp-
5 6 3 4

EXEECISE 17.

I %

®^5^^ g?". -Z2I p • r-^ :^^fe ie:

34 6 7 6 3 4 6 7 6 6 - - 6 4 3

^ftjjg \\^- T^ 3iq=t -tSi-
* 6 7 8 6 6 4 3 6

wMi ~^:?2: z± ±=t
-1 \-

7 6 6 6 9 8

^A
6 6

^5^ s^i-i;:p2:-^
szz^ii:

r?
6

EXEECISE 18.

6 6 6

W-
6 7 6 6 6

^^^^ ^ • .* r-" :e
9 s -= u
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^3^ -W 1*

iWr
TW¥ 6 6 6 6 9 8

m^fL =P2:T«> 2d-
-H
-b TT6 6 7

o
B 7 6 -

t i
on the chokd of the tonic major thirteenth.

Exercise 19,

£r^ -+- r r J

^r-^
e^ 6 6 4 3

^ 1^^ ^
-*

I

^
9 8 ii r^?^

-^=^ •?:>-

(

"y~nye^ ^^^21

9 8

15
b! - 5

3

:i«=^ g ^=^ :^

m.
-^—•-

5 P
3
2

9 8
4 3

3
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i si ^ 22t

\W
Iid: si: 22:

ESEHCISE 20.

-27

l^l^
jT^IS ,i» ^' W- :^3i:

5 6 9 8

^-H«-
I

5 6

^^I
I =
3

6 9

-*—#-
If

# ^22
I« 6 666^43 896

6 6

S^ ^
* s

%
'

W -^-
r> f I

e^ii^E:

;r 6 7 6 5
3 4-3
iS^ !»-

•ft u- r^ (•

I:
-iS^

6 5 6 9 8 6 9 8

ON THE CHORD OP THE MDfOK SEVENTH.

EXEBCISE 21.

Pfel^l J J
~Kj

32:

g' ^^

?2:

:?2:

6 6

"?^3~ :^

:^:

22:

'T'^-
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Â
i
^

3i: ^ -^^ 5
-^—d-

I

« :?2:
ff»- fr> r-j -iS^'-P :& fc^^fsi

li « 5

tf T?~:;^ ^' r-';;^: :ll^ i^: -tS^-

eii :^:s 22: :^

6 T 8 9 7 4 3

iA T^ :p2:
a-Hp r> ic; g^ : 2̂1

I

^ iS^ iS^ Ez: fe rs?

P

P
A

tj 4 3 6 4
fl 4 3

2i: -7^
-^s-

S 1^2:

% I -

-« 221

^^P̂^ ^ r> :^^
-^

:?z:

^
-tSi-

=P2:

^21

t;i
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^ \^ \f^\\^ ^ ^
fefrtA^p r ¥^^PE

^21^ % 21

J

jtf

Mprrii sK

ês^EE^.c^ r> ik
, ;^ =MM=

^ fei|ij|=p=:?2
-^?-

I
6 7 9

i^
tf ^ % i

n4.

2:

22: • "^ ^ I ^J

^rtf zi:

I
"^ ' T i

6 6

EXEBOISE 22.

^^ ^
i^

«—F-

6 6 6 6
4

J2^

b§

gT=f= * ^^
8 7 6 6 &(

5 t

7 6

^^ -#" 0- 2±
"ff* 6 9 8 6 - 8 7 43 6 6 43b6|§r*+3 6 S4 ft-

^ bS b

L 2
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^£Pf
-iS^

r-^
I g^^21

6 '|J}78 ^g 76 6
I Jg

&=^ r ff* qr3± ^=^
9 8
5 6

m.^^iV=V
^ I

3i:

Exercise 23.

4

fcfe:<^1^^^
-#

—

»-

3?^ e^*??

i
i»+

6 6-756 6 ^ 6
5 4 4 6

5

=^ ^ =»-#-
^^3tl

Ig5 ni i

4—3
ta^*^'^6 b7 6 6

t]
6 5

"
5

Exercise 24.

^^ 3PIs:-^
-^ TZy

Z2:
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:^=;:p2 X(S^

EXEROISEa

gJ ^j c?

25

g :P2:

I f «:

^ cA. =t
-s)—is-

S
fTc>

^'iprff

rv ^ -r:̂
-\^ rJ 2z;

221 ^

^yi=^

6 7

:?2:
:p= iS^ :^P rv rj_z^PMT=>^

7
8 t i

6 7

i^ s:

ft
ff

ji; cj—
^;

'<^- -s"-

iS"
^r3

6W4 ^S

EXEECISE 25.

Ŝ|e^ P e
>s

®S I* ^ ^^
iH—is-

,

» ^
n^ -d—

h

6 4
2

-^* »-

"^

^^^ :?2:

2:r "¥ F^^ r-- ^ i4.^ 12^5=

fcr
4i — 7 6

6 -

^ I?l?r2

^^Sm
%% 6 7 6 6

^^Si 3i: i^
-iS^
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ON THE CHOKD OF THE DOMINANT MAJOE NINTH.
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SXEKOISE 42. (In Three Parts).
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on the chord of the minor thirteenth on the tonic.
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Exercise 47. {in Five Parts).
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QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION.

GHAPTEE L

What is the difference between a musical Sound and a Noise? § 1,

In what respects do Sounds differ from each other ? § 2.

What causes difference of Pitch ? § 3.

What is the use of a Stave ? § 4.

How is Pitch determined absolutely ? § 5.

Which C Clef is in most common use ; and why should it be re-

tained? § 6-10.

For what is the Alto Clef used ? § 7, 8.

For what is the Bass Clef used ? § 9.

How does a dot affect a note ? What is the effect of a double

dot? §13.

What is the use of a Metronome ? § 14.

Define " Accent," " Bar," " Double Bar," « Ehythm." § 15, 16.

Define " Time." Give the subdivisions of Duple and Triple Time.

§17.

How is the pace of music approximately determined, and how is

intensity of Sound regulated ? § 17.

CHAPTEE II.

Define " Octave." § 18.

Into how many parts is an Octave divided ? § 19.

What is a Degree ? § 19.

Define " Scale." §20.

What is a Chromatic Scale ? § 21.

What is a Diatonic Scale? Explain the origin of the Normal

Scale. § 22.
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Why are Sharps and Flats necessary ? § 23.

What is the. " Signature " ? § 24.

What is an Accidental, and how far does its influence extend ? How
is a Double Sharp contradicted? § 25..

Give the Minor Scale in different forms : and explain the construction

of the modern form. § 26.

Distinguish between a Eelative Minor and a Tonic Minor. § 27.

Define " Interval." Give rules for the reckoning, with explanation.

§28.

Where are Intervals in their normal state to be found ? § 29.

What confusion of terms arises from the common classification of

Intervals ? § 29.

What changes do Intervals undergo ? § 30.

Give the names which distinguish the different degrees of a Diatonic

Scale. § 31.

What is the object of these names ? § 81.

CHAPTEK HI.

What fact points to tbe necessity of looking to the Scale for a

Theory of Harmony ? § 32.

Define "Chord." §33.

On what principle are Chords constructed ? § 34.

Is an Interval smaller than a Third concordant ? § 35.

Define " Discord," " Eesolution." Show how Discord may be implied

by an Interval. § 36.

What Note by its presence limits the Eesolution ? § 36.

On what method can Chords be best arranged for purposes of

reference ? § 37.

What other note besides the Tonic is a generator of Chords ? § 38.

What Note is the probable cause of the importance of the Dominant ?

§38.

What is the original position of a Chord ? § 39.

What is the Eoot or Ground-note ? § 39.
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Is a Chord affected by the position of its upper Notes?—Gi^e

examples. § 40.

Define " Inversions ;" how are Inversions reckoned ? § 41.

Give a general rule for finding the number of Inversions of a Chord.

§42.

CHAPTBE IV.

Give an arrangement of the Scale which shall exhibit the formation

of Chords. § 43.

How many Notes complete Dominant Series ? § 44.

What is a common Chord ? § 45.

What is the Chord of the Major Seventh ? § 46-49.

Distinguish between the Chord of Major Seventh and Suspended

Subtonic. § 46.

Give examples ? § 50-53.

What is the Chord of the Major Ninth on the Tonic ? § 54.

How can it be distinguished from Major Ninth on the Dominant ?

§54.

Give examples of Inversions of Chord of Major Ninth on Tonic.

§ 56-62.

What is the Chord of the Eleventh oil the Tonic ? § 63,

What is it generally called; and why? § 63.

Give examples. §64-67.

What is the Chord of the Major Thirteenth on the Tonic ? What is

its simplest form, and how named ? § 78.

How can elliptical form of Chord of the Major Thirteenth be dis-

tinguished from second Inversion of Common Chord ? §80.

Give examples of this Chord and its Inversions. § 79-87.

CHAPTER V.

When do Tonic Notes by combination become discordant ? § 88.

What Chord is the first Dominant Discord ? Give examples of it.

§ 90-94.

N 2
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Distinguish between the Chord of the Dominant Major Ninth and

Tonic Major Mnth. § 95.

What is the Chord of the Seventh on the Leading Note more properly

termed ? § 97.

Give examples of the Chord of the Dominant Ninth and its Inver-

sions. § 95-100.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Dominanth Eleventh consist ?

§ 101.

Is the first Inversion frequently met with ? Why ? § 104.

Give examples of this Chord and its Inversions. § 101-108.

How is the Dominant Eleventh frequently resolved ? § 108, noie.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Major Thirteenth on the

Dominant consist ? § 109.

What is it generally termed, when the Ninth and Eleventh are

omitted ? § 110.

Give examples of its Inversions. § 109, 120.

CHAPTEE VI.

Account for the fact that Discords of the Series formed by the Minor

Scale are often to be found in a Major Key. § 121.

Do intervals derived from the Tonic of a Minor JKey become dis-

cordant with the Dominant ? § 122.

How can the Ground-Note of a doubtful Chord be best determined ?

§123.

What is the Chord of the Subtonic of a Minor Key ? Give examples

of it. §126-129.

Why does the Subtonic of the Minor Scale not descend as did the

Seventh of the Major Tonic Series? § 129.

What is the Chord of the Major Ninth and Minor Third ? § 130.

Give examples of it and its Inversions. § 130-136.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Tonic Eleventh in the Minor

Key consist ? § 137.

What name would be generally given to it ? § 137.

Give examples of this Chord and its Inversions ? § 137-143.

Why is the third Inversion not in use ? § 141.
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Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Tonic Minor Thirteenth
consist? § 144.

Grive examples of this Chord and its Inversions. 5 144-152.

Why is the third Inversion unusual ? S 149.

Of what does the Dominant Common Chord in a Milior Key consist?

§ 153.

What is the result of its character ? § 155.

Give examples of a Chord of Dominant Seventh and its Inversions

resolving into the Minor. § 156-160.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Minor Ninth consist ? § 161.

May it resolve into the Major Key ? § 161.

What Note is generally omitted in its Inversions ? § 161.

Give Examples of it and its Inversions. § 161-171.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Dominant Eleventh in the

Minor Key consist ? § 172.

Is the first Inversion in use ; Why not? § 174.

Give examples of this Chord and its Inversions. § 172-181.

Of what Intervals does the Chord of the Minor Thirteenth on the

Dominant consist? § 182.

What custom sometimes leads to a doubtful appearance of this Chord ?

§ 182.

How is the Minor Thirteenth sometimes resolved ? § 186.

What other Discord is often similarly treated ? § 108, note.

Give examples of the Chord of the Minor Thirteenth and its In-

versions. § 182-196.

Into what two classes were Discords formerly divided ? § 197.

Why was this division bad? § 197.

What was meant by a Eetardation ? § 197.

Define "Discord of Suspension." §198.

How may Suspensions be derived ? § 201.

Can Suspensions change their character ? § 203.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

Of what are many of the Chords with a double Grround'Note formed ?

§ 204.

What form does a Dominant Scale of a Minor Key take ? Give an
example. § 204.

Give reasons for the derivation of these Chords. § 204.

If the Supertonic has any value as a Ground-Note, what name would

better express its function ? § 205.

Write out the three common forms of the double-root Chords. § 206.

Give examples of them in different positions. § 206-217.

Give another double-root Chord, originally introduced as a Suspen-

sion. § 219-222.

CHAPTEE IX.

How are Eelative Chords derived from the Scale ? Give a list of

them. § 223.

What are Eelative Keys ? § 225.

Define " Eelative Chords," and " Eelative Keys." § 226.

What Eelative Chords are formed from the Minor Scale ? § 227.

Give three cases in which a Chord may succeed another—with

examples. § 228.

What is an Enharmonic Change ? and an Enharmonic Modulation ?

§236.

Distinguish between the use of the word Enharmonic in the ex-

pressions " Enharmonic Scale," " Enharmonic Modulation." § 237.

What Chord is, in its Inversions, specially adapted for Enharmonic

Modulatioil ? § 238.

Account for the omission of the Ground-Note in its Inversions. § 238.

Give examples of the Enharmonic Changes of which an Inversion of

the Chord of the Minor Ninth is capable. § 238.

Statfe anything remarkable as to the Ground-Notes of the enhar-

monically changed Chords. § 238, 239.

Whence arises the beauty of the. Chord ? § 239.
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And whence its usefulness ? § 230.

Is there any limit to its capability for modulation ? Examples 239.

What is the Chord of the Minor Sixth of the Subdominant of a Minor

Key ? Explain its' origin ? § 240.

Give examples of its use in different positions. § 240-246.

Are notes suspended from it into the Chord of Eesolution ? Give

examples. § 247-249.

Show how a Note is sometimes suspended into it. § 250.

CHAPTEK X.

Define " Discord," « Discordant note," " Eesolution " § 251.

Give examples of some of the possible Eesolutions of the Chord of

the Dominant Seventh. Classify them. Examples 251.

Wh.at is the peculiarity of the ascending Minor Seventh ? § 253.

Does the apparently fixed Progression of the discordant Note of the

Dominant Seventh limit the number of Eesolutions of which the

Chord is capable ? § 254.

State generally how freedom of Eesolution of a Discord is obtained ?

§255.

Is any other result obtained by the omission of the Ground-Note ?

§256.

To what may we look forward as a possible reason for the creation of

a new literature of music ? § 257.

When are consecutive Octaves forbidden, and why ? 258.

Show that the reason generally assigned for the unpleasantness of

consecutive Major Fifths is incorrect. § 259.

Give examples of Consecutive Fifths not producing an unpleasant

effect. Classify them. §260,261.

How many kinds of Motion are there ? § 262.

Give an unquestionable reason why consecutive Fifths should not be

frequently used. § 263.

Define " False Eelation," and give examples in which its introduction

is not unpleasant. § 264.

Define Cadence. How may they be divided ? § 265.
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What is an Authentic Cadence, a Plagal Cadence, the Half-close?

§266.

Give examples of Imperfect Cadences formed by a Tonic Chord

preceded by a Relative Chord, or the Dominant of a Relative

Chord. § 267, 268.

Also where a Relative Chord of the Minor Key precedes the Major

Tonic Chord. §269,270.

CHAPTER XL

Give three important facts which explain various combinations and

progressions. § 272.

Define « Passing-Notes." § 274.

Show that it is necessary to limit the use of the term. § 273.

What are Auxiliary Notes ? § 275.

Define « Sequence." § 276.

How many kinds of Sequence are there ? Give examples. § 276.

Define " Sustained-Note." Is its use confined to the lowest part of a

musical sentence ? § 277.

What is a Double and Triple Sustained-note ? § 278, 279.

CHAPTER XII.

What constitutes a Modulation ? § 280.

Does the form of the Major Diatonic Scale influence Modulation ?

§281.

What part of the Octave determines the Key, and why ? § 281.

How does the form of the Scale account for the frequent use of

Dominant Discords. § 282.

How many kinds of Modulation are there ? Explain them. § 283.

How can a rapid Modulation be obtained ? § 287.

What two tendencies have an important influence on modern Pro-

gressions ? § 289.

Is an Enharmonic Modulation ever absolutely necessary ? § 293.
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CONCLUSION.

How comes it. that Discords are formed on the Tonic and Dominant ?

§295.

Of what are all Chords formed ? § 296

What is a double-root Chord ? § 297.

What connection is there between Relative Chords and the form of

the Scale? §298.

What influences the succession of Chords ''. \ 299.

What are the functions of the two Leading Notes found in the

• Diatonic Scale? §300.

Are there any " Fundamental Discords " ? § 301.

To what class of Chords should the term " Suspension " be limited ?

§302.

What is a " Licence " ? § 303.

What is the nucleus of every Discord ? § 304.

Define " Ground-Note," or " Eoot." § 804.

What are the exceptions to the Eule that a Ground-Note must have

its Major Third and Major Fifth ? § 305.

Need Discords be prepared ? § 306.

Give rules for " Figured Bass." Ap^pendix.
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